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-GOVERNORS'

PERSPECTIVE ON MEDICAID

TUESDAY, MARCH 11, 1997

U.S. SENATE,
CommITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., in
room SD-2 15, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman 6f the committee) presiding.
Also present: Senators Chafee, D'Amato, Gramm, Jeffords, Moynihan, Rockefeller, Breaux, Conrad, Graham, Moseley-Braun,
Bryan, and TKerrey.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM DELAWARE,
NANCE

CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FI-

The CHAIRMAN. The conilaittee will please be in order. It is indeed a pleasure to welcome two very distinguished Governors, Governor Miller and Governor Leavitt. I am going to call, in a few minutes, on Senator Bryan to introduce Governor Miller.
I want to point out how the work of the Governors has been key
to the welfare reform we enacted last year, and frankly, it is my
hope that we can achieve the same success in Medicaid.
Governor Miller, and Governor Leavitt in particular, both of you,
have devoted a tremendous amount of time and resources to finding solutions to the problems we face in Medicaid and that is greatlyappecated by this committee.
I thi they deserve the credit and h-ave our gratitude for forwarding the goals of Medicaid reform.
Over the past 10 years, there has been a tug of war between the
Federal Government and the States over Medicaid, as each side
has sought to assert its will over the other.
From the mid 1980's through the early 1990's, the Federal Government imposed mandates on the States, and, in turn, the States
shifted costs to the Federal Government.
So the result was devastating to all our budgets, as Medicaid
routinely grew at a double digit pace, reaching as high as a 29-percent increase in 1992 of Federal dollars, following State dollars in
the Medicaid program. About half of Medicaid expenditures are
spent at the-option of the State.
But even spending on optional services is often inflated by Federal polices and actions. Medicaid and Medicare, including State
funds, now spend more than Social Security.
(1)

Since September 1995, I have tried to make two major points
about our policies on Medicaid. First, that we were not cutting
Medicaid. We were trying to control the unacceptable and
unsustainable rate of growth in the program. And second, it has
been my contention that the national debate over Medicaid is not
about spending, but rather, who controls the spending.
The real issue which has separated us from the administration
is who makes the decisions, Governors and State legislatures, or
the Federal bureaucracy. And despite misleading representation to
the contrary , there, is very little difference between the Republicans
and the administration on the overall level of Medicare spending.
The recent data on Medicaid spending in the President's Fiscal
Year 1998 Budget makes both of these points very clear.
In 1996, the growth in Medicaid expenditures were at a historical low. Expenditures increased by just 3.3 percent, and the Governor's deserve a large share of the credit for this slowdown.
Now, they have initiated a number of reforms to help constrain
costs, even while .xpanding coverage to more needy families. The
new CBO baseline shows chat the annual rate of growth in Medicaid spending will be 7.8 percent, rather than nearly 10 percent,
which was being projected 2 years ago.
Second, from the perspective of Medicaid spending, there is little
difference between previous Republican proposals and the President Clinton administration recommendations. In September 1995,
Medicaid spending was projected to total $955 billion between 1996
and 2002. Under the President's 1998 budget, coupled with the
spending levels for 1996 and 1997, Medicaid spending will total
$822 billion, a reduction in spending from the September baseline
of $153 billion.
This is a level similar to that of previous Republican proposals
and, of course, this reflects the change in the baseline as a result
of slower growth in the program.
The administration recognizes that the rate of growth i'n Medicaid spending can be reduced further, if only the President's savings
proposals are adopted-, but the new spending initiatives are not.
Medicaid spending would be $738 billion, or a difference of $172
billion from the September 1995 baseline.
And by comparison, the President's budget assumes $138 billion
in Medicaid spending in the year 2002, and this is nearly identical
to the 2002 spending level in S. 1795. Although Medicaid spending
has been slowed, it is also important to note that 45 States now
exceed the Federal requirements for providing coverage to pregnant
women and children-in at least one area-and have developed
new State initiatives to expand coverage to children through State
programs and private partnerships.
Today's hearing is not about the politics of the past year, but
rather, the policies which will carry us into the next century. In
formulating these policies, we need and welcome the input of our
State partners.
Last month, the nation's Governors adopted an important policy
position on Medicaid, and they formulated some specific reforms for
the program as well. So we welcome the Governors.
It is my pleasure now to call on Senator Moynihan.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MoyNiHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And we certainly
do welcome the Governors and their collective inquiry into this
issue.
I make the point, sir, that even a growth rate of 7.8 percent -is
considerable. As Senator Gramnm over there would tell you-as an
economist-that rate doubles every 9 years. It compounds pretty
quickly.
I want to just make one comment, and I hope that our witnesses
can speak to it, which is that while clearly this is a national program-and we are thinking about the next century, as the Chairman says-it remains, in a curious way, a regional program, with
its origins in another age almost.
The formula by which the Federal Government shares and
matches the State monies come from the Hill-Burton Hospital Construction Act of 1946, if I am right. And the former chairman of
this committee, Senator Long, used to say that Hill-Burton was the
south's revenge for the Civil War.
It used a formula, which is the square of the difference between
State median income and national median income. And for 20 hapless years, gentlemen, I have been proposing square root. If you are
going to put algebra in the constitution, why not?
But your respective States represent this. The State of Nevada
has a matching rate of 50 percent, as you know, sir. The Federal
Government matches almost dollar for dollar. But Utah has 72 percent. You get 3 Federal dollars for every State dollar. And that is
a disparity that is surprising at this stage in our National history,
and perhaps you will speak to that.
-At any rate, I-look forward to hearing what you have to say, and
we are honored that you could come.
The CHi~ IANi. Well, it is indeed a pleasure to welcome both
Governors. I now call upon Senator Bryan to introduce his Governor, please.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD H. BRYAN, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM NEVADA
Senator BRYAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the

courtesy. It is a real pleasure for me, as a Nevadan, to introduce
Governor Bob Miller and formally present him to the committee.
The Governor has had a distinguished background in public service in our own State of -Nevada as District Attorney, and
asLieutenant Governor. This year marks his ninth year of service
as Nevada's Governor-a longer period of service than any Governor in our State's history.
He currently serves as chairman of the National Governor's Association, and last year, in his capacity as vice chairman of that association, played a pivotal role in working with Congress in shaping
the welfare reform legislation that was enacted in the 104th Congress.
Let me say I am pleased to have him here as a representative
of our State, of the Nation's Governors, and as a long-time personal
friend, along with his wife, Sandy. Governor, it is a pleasure to
have you here.

Governor

MILLER. Thank you, Senator Bryan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The State has had a series of distinguished
Governors, as I understand it.
Senator BRYAN. There is no question about that. The present
Governor, however, is the most distinguished of them all, having
come in at a time when we were in real trouble in Nevada, I would
say.
The CHAIRAN. I regret that Senator Hatch could not be here
this morning because of his being chairman of the Judiciary Committee, and that responsibility requires that he be elsewhere.
Just let me mention that Governor Leavitt has served as Governor of Utah since 1992. He has served as chairman of both the
Republican Governor's Association, as well as the Western Governor's Association. He is now co-chairing the Governor's Medicaid
Task Force. Gentlemen, it is indeed a pleasure to have both of you
here.
Governor Miller, would you like to begin the testimony?

STATEMENT OF HON. BOB MILLER GOVERNOR OF THE STA'iE
OF NEVADA
Governor MILLER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I thank

my predecessor, Senator Bryan, not only for that introduction, but
for creating the circumstance by which I could be the longest serving Governor of Nevada.
His election to the U.S. Senate was the reason that I had those
2 extra years, and certainly his footsteps are difficult ones to follow. I am still trying to learning how to do that.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. He was the one that created the mess
that he was talking about that you cured?
The CHAIRMAN. With all due deference.
Senator RocKEFELLER. With all due deference.
Governor MILLER. It has been tremendous growth ever since
Dick moved back here.
The CHAIRMAN. Could I just interrupt for a moment?
It is my understanding that this hearing is being shown on Internet. IV is either the first or one of the very first times that this has
been done live. So we welcome the Internet audience to the show
and hope they are entertained.
Governor Miller? Sorry.
Governor MILLER. And hopefully all of those watching on the
Internet will write to the Nevada State Legislature and emphasize
the importance of computers in the classroom in my present budget. The preceding was a paid political announcement.
As chairman of the National Governor's Association, and as one
of the members of our Medicaid Task Force, it is truly a pleasure
for me to be here today to discuss one of the most important issues
facing the States, and that is the future of Medicaid reform.
Joining me today, as you have indicated, is Governor Leavitt,
who, for the last 2 years, as well as myself, has been a member
of that task force. And this year's task force also includes Governor
Lawton Chiles of Florida, Governor Howard Dean of Vermont, Governor Tommy Thompson- of Wisconsin, and Governor George
Voinovich of Ohio.

We welcome the oppotunty to share with you our ideas and concerns regarding Medicaid reform and truly believe that the reform
can only be detective when the Federal and State Governments cooperate fully as partners, with joint responsibility for insuring that
recipients receive a high-quality of care and cost effective health
care.
Governor Leavitt and I will review several issues of concern to
Governors that the Congress and administration will be working on
for the next several months. First, I will set forth- the Governors
general views on Medicaid savings, and then Governor Leavitt will
walk through our specific recommendations about how these savings can be achieved.
I would also add that Governor Leavitt will handle all the difficult questions. We will also comment briefly on issues relating to
managed care quality and children's health.
No one recognizes more clearly than Governors the need to control Medicaid spending because we continually wrestle with the
pressure that Medicaid exerts on our own budget. In fact, 49 of the
50 States cope with Medicaid costs in the context of Stats balanced
budget requirements.
And the challenges that Medicaid poses to State budgets became
particularly acute, as you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, in the late
1980's and early 1990's. During that time, Medicaid spending increased at an average rate in excess of 20 percent. These growth
rates were unsustainable.
To address the financial pressures and to develop a more quality
oriented system, Governors began a fundamental transformation of
their individual Medicaid progra-ms.
Historically, Medicaid programs have been claim processors and
bill payers, but today the States are- becoming more sophisticated,
valued purchasers of quality health care services, developing integrated systems of care for a vulnerable population. And this transformat ion is producing results.
Medicaid spending grew only 3.3 percent last year, and that is
a dramatic reduction in growth, which stems, in large part, from
an aggressive State pursuit of administrative simplification, innovation and good management.
Our successes in controlling growth have been recognized. In
February of 1997, the CBO lowered its baseline projections of future growth in Medicaid spending by almost $86 billion, a reduction that could not have been achieved without State efforts.
. Now, given the progress that States have already made in controlling costs, there is less room in the program from which to
squeeze additional savings, without having a potentially detrimental effect on the number of people served by Medicaid or the range
of benefits that they receive.
For that reason, the Governors believe that additional Medicaid
savings included in any deficit package should be kept to a minimum. We do believe that additional savings are possible.
With the additional flexibility that Governor Leavitt will spell
out in a minute, Governors believe that States will be able to
produce an additional $8 billion in scoreable Medicaid savings between now and the year 2002, which is very close to the net Medicaid savings included in the President's budget.

Combined with the $86 billion in savings acknowledged by the
OBO, that would put Medicaid's contribution to deficit reduction-at
$94 billion during this budget cycle, and that is well within the
savings parameter discussed during last year's Medicaid reform debate.
Just as important as the level of savings we support is the question of how those savings would be achieved. Governors adamantly
oppose a cap on Federal Medicaid spending in any form. The proposed per capita caps will help the Federal Government balance
the budget, potentially on the backs 'of State Government. We oppose these caps for a number of reasons.
First, they are unworkable administratively. In 4 categories, 50
States, there could be as many as 200 separate caps. Second, they
could result in States becoming solely responsible for unexpected
program costs, such as a loss in a lawsuit or the development of
expensive new therapies that drive up treatment costs beyond the
Federal allowable rate.
And third, the cost shift resulting from caps presents States with
a number of bad alternatives. States would essentially have to cut
back on payment rates to providers, eliminate optional benefits
provided to recipients, end coverage for optional beneficiaries, or
come up with additional State funds or taxes to absorb 100 percent
of the cost of services.
Now, it seems to us unnecessary to undertake such a disruptive
and fundamental transformation of a program on which the Federal Government will spend half a trillion dollars over the next 5
years in order to achieve the $8 billion in additional savings that
we consider reasonable.
If we consider the President's budget package, his expectations
for savings through a per capita cap are even smaller. Although his
package includes $22 billion in gross Medicaid savings, only $7 billion of that total comes from the program cap.
The other $15 billion in savings comes from the disproportionate
share program, the hospital program. And because Governors consider $8 billion to be a reasonable savings target, we oppose the
magnitude of the DSH cuts that are included in the President's
budget.
We also strongly believe that DSH funds must continue to be distributed through the States, not directly to the providers, to ensure
that the program is coordinated with the States' overall health systems infrastructure.
Governors believe there are better ways to achieve an additional
$8 billion in Medicaid savings by 2002, and our task force has developed these alternatives. Our strategy sets forth a number of policy options that, when combined, will produce significant savings.
We grouped these options into 3 broad categories: Reforms related
to managed care, reforms tied to reimbursement policy, and other
program reforms.
The categories, which Governor Leavitt will discuss are managed
care, managed care for the dually eligible, provider selectivity, reinbursement rates for QMDs and the dually eligible, the Boren repeal, cost based reimbursement, cost sharing, EPSDT and fraud
and abuse. Governor Leavitt will walk through all of those.

A number of our recommendations relate to managed care. And
before I turn to him, I want to briefly set forth some of our ideas
that relate to the quality in the managed care area.
Like you, we are committed to insuring that all Medicaid recipients receive high-quality health care. This focus on quality fits in
well with the States' emphasis on value purchasing, and the Governors believe that our goal of promoting quality can be accomplished more effectively through a broad base agenda focused on
monitoring results and evaluating improvement, rather than
through a series of procedure specific requirements.
This approach builds in the flexibility to address medical innovations and to take advantage of the continuous evolution of more
sensitive and sophisticated quality measures.
NGA's Medicaid Task Force has begun preliminary discussions
about what will be included in a quality package, and the Health
Care Financing Administration has expressed strong interest in the
approach that we are developing.
As envisioned by the Medicaid Task Force, States would develop
quality assurance plans, which could include a number of elements,
such as a grievance process, a comparative report card of health
performance plans, a deeming of NSQA accreditation standards
and HEDIS reporting requirements.
States could establish benchmarks to measure future quality performance and a range of indicators could be monitored and assessed annually by the States, including consumer satisfaction, the
number of low birth rate babies and immunization rates, to name
just a few of the dozen of possibilities.
These plans would be submitted to HCFA and updates would be
provided annually. The States would monitor the results achieved
by health plans in meeting the goals established for them, and this
performance would be considered by the States when deciding
whether to continue the contractual relationship between the
health plan and the Medicaid program.
A critical component on efforts to promote quality would involve
the development of a more informed consumer base, and States will
provide Medicaid recipients with the information they need to
make good choices for themselves, while creating mechanisms to
insure that problems get resolved quickly and successfully.
We would welcome the opportunity to work with Congress as
managed care quality issues are debated and believe the quality assurance partnership we envision between the States, managed care
organizations and consumers, could become a model worthy of replication.
Let me also comment briefly on one other issue I know has been
of a particular interest to members of this committee, and that is
children's health. The Governors agree that health care is essential
to the well-being of children. In fact, the States have been leaders
in making insurance coverage available to millions of children.
There are 18.7 million children below the age of 18 who are covered by Medicaid today. Thirty-nine States already have extended
Medicaid eligibility beyond Federal mandated levels. A number of
States are in the process of implementing major expansions to
Medicaid eligibility for children.

For example, Governor David Beasley, of South Carolina, has announced a Medicaid expansion that would extend coverage to
50,000 children. Governor Voinovich, of Ohio, has included in his
budget funds to extend Medicaid to an additional 96,000. And that
level of savings set forth in the President's budget, or the Blue Dog
Coalition Plan, and even higher levels of savings discussed by others in the Congress, could potentially jeopardize, these and other
State expansions of Medicaid eligibility.
States are also experimenting with approaches outside the traditional Medicaid framework to extend health care coverage to more
children. These experiments typically rely on State funds and family contributions.
For example, Florida's Healthy Kids Program seeks to give children access to health care through a school enrollment based program, and Governor Chiles plans to extend the Healthy kids Program to an additional 60,000 children this year.
Over the next few months, the Congress and administration will
consider a number of different approaches to extend health insurance to children who are currently uninsured. The Governors are
in the process of reviewing the various children's health proposals
that have been set forth thus far, and we can share with you some
of those preliminary thoughts.
First, it is critical that any new Federal initiative should be designed to compliment, not jeopardize, the array of children's health
activities already underway in the States.
Second, new programs should not create an opportunity for shifting private sector insurance costs to the public sector. And third,
the Governors would oppose any mandated Medicaid eligibility expansion.
We hope to work closely with the Congress and the administration as these children's health issues and Medicaid, as a-whole, are
debated.
We would be happy to answer any questions. But first, let me
defer to Governor Leavitt for his presentation on the details of the
NGA Medicaid Task Force cost saving strategy. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Governor Miller appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRmAN. Governor Leavitt.
STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL 0. LEAVITT, GOVERNOR OF
THE STATE OF UITAH
Governor LEAvrrr. Thank you, Senator. And, Senator Moynihan,
may I respond, first of all, to your suggestion?
The mysteries of Medicaid funding have long fascinated me as
well. In a previous context-a year or so ago-as we were debating
this issue, I had the responsibility of sorting through with States,
looking for some way to develop a funding formula that might accommodate some form of-if you will remember the discussionblock grant. It was a fascinating experience.
The question that you raised in terms of cost sharing percentage
was one of the interesting issues. I might add that, of course, as
you know, that is tied directly to State income. And since our State
income is growing, our percentage has been dropping. You indicated it is 74. It is actually now 63 percent. So we are slightly bet-

ter than one to one. But as our income has improved as a State,
that percentage has gone down. [Note: the 1997 Federal Medical
Assistance Percentage (FMAP) for Utah is 72.33.]
But there are other mysteries that, for example, were uncovered
as we went through this experience. The State of New York receives a reimbursement, on an average, per capita, of about $7,800.
The State of California, a state of
size and similar demographic make up, is only $1,500.
The CHAntmAN. You are quite ri-ghi Although, in each case, it is
a 50-percent match. New York gets many more dollars.
Governor LEAVrrr. Both have a 50/50 cost shift. I mean there are
lots of mysteries here that I think cannot be-at least on the surface-looked at as a rational approach, but they have added up to
be what they are.
I might use that as a p lace to step off in terms of this discussion.
There are also lots of different ways to look at this. I have just developed a little graphic here that is not very good, but I just did
it sitting at the table listening to the conversation.
Just to give this some context, last year, as we came to this
panel, we were talking about achieving cost savings between 54,
which was ultimately the President's proposal, and 86, which is
where the Congress ended up. The debate died there.
Since that time, OBO has concluded that there will be $86 billion
worth of savings, and so they have readjusted the base. So what
we were calling zero before, actually was $86 billion last year.
So as we come today sa'ying we recognize that there is a need for
savings to be achieved, and as we put an additional $8 billion of
ideas on the table, we would like to have it recognized that much
of that $86 billion came as a result of the kinds of things that we
are talking about being able to be applied in a limited fashion.
I will break the ideas of the NGA into 3 different categories. The
first one would be areas of managed care, the second would be reimbursement reforms, and the thi rd would be other reforms, and
I will just touch on these briefly.
The fist one I will mention is the repeal of the requirement to
achieve it waiver to use managed care. The States have been, on
a limited basis, pursuing managed care very aggressively. For example, the State of Miuhigan has achieved a 2.5-percent savings in
the overall budget. Missouri has achieved a $50 million savings;
Wisconsin $90 million.
In Utah, I can tell you, for example, 2.5 percent of our entire program has been a reduction because of our use of managed care. It
makes very little sense to us why we should need to go to HOFA
for waivers. This is a proven approach. It is one that is just unnecessary.
The second area I will mention will be managed care dual eligibles. As all of you well know, there are people, many of themroughly 6 million in America; many of them the elderly-and disabled-who are eligible for both Medicaid and Medicare. Utah, for
example, has developed a voluntary program within the scope of
the gudelines that would allow to use managed care in these dual
eligible categories.
We have achieved a significant savings in doing so. Minnesota
has a similar program, and they have achieved a 5-percent savings.
bsimilar

As it currently stands, we are not able to use managed care on
these dual eligible populations.
The next suggestion would be in our provider selection. In plain
language, all we are asking here is that the States be allowed the
same tools that are available in the private sector for managing
large health care systems. By using competitive bidding, being able
to recognize that we are the largest health care purchasers in our
States and in our regions, we are clearly able to achieve that,
which both the National Government and the States gain the benefit of.
Texas, for example, has achieved 2 percent savings in their hospital by using selective contracting, where they have contracted
with a limited number of hospitals in the community, as opposed
to making them all eligible.
Another area is in the reimbursement of the dual eligibles and
what are referred to as QMBs, which are dually qualified beneficiaries. Currently, we have to reimburse the providers on the
basis of Medicare's reimbursement rates. If they are dually eligible,
if we are responsible for managing their care, it seems logical to
us that we should be able to use the contracts that we are able to
negotiate under Medicaid as opposed to Medicare rates.
Michigan, for example, estimates that they would save $85 million per year if we had that capacity. Much has been spoken of in
the area of cost based reimbursements. The Boren Amendment is
a prime example. It is often spoken of and one on which there is
basically universal agreement.
But we would like to point out that there are a number of other
cost based reimbursement regulations that make it impossible for
us to allow the market to .5et these rates. Our basic request here
is we believe that there are savings for both of us, if we could just
allow the market to set the costs, as opposed to an artificial system
that is now in place.
Mr. Chairman, that would conclude my presentation.
[The prepared statement of Governor Leavitt appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you very much, Governor Leavitt.
The 3.3 percent national growth rate in 1996 was, of course, the
result of a number of factors, and there was, understandably, wide
variations in growth rates among individual States. For example,
I understand both Utah and Nevada experienced double digit
growth between 1995 and 1996, while a few States actually reduced their Medicaid expenditures.
Now, CBO is predicting that Medicaid will increase an average
of 7.8 percent between 1997 and 2002. Have the States made their
own projection about Medicaid costs in this period? And if so,
would you share them with us?
Governor MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have not done
a nationwide survey of the States. There has been a brief study of
10 of the largest States, which would indicate a slightly lower projection, when you compile their estimates, than that that was indicated by OBO. But we do not have one that is national in its scope
or content.
The CHAiRMAN. Let me ask you this. It dropped to 3.3 percent,
which is a very significantly lower figure. Now we are saying it will

go back up to 7.8 percent. What is the reason for this rather significant climb?
Governor MILLER. Well, I would assume you would have to ask
the OBO for their particular reasons. But I would suspect that it
would relate to fluctuations in the overall economy. And the economy has been vibrant for so many years that there is probabl
some level of expectation there would be some slight dips, whicK
would occasion more people becoming eligible and participating in
the program.
Also, if the States are restricted-as we have been in the past
with the types of programs we put forward-then the costs could
continue to escalate from extraneous sources, such as court interpretations.
Governor LEAVITT. Mr. Chairman, I might add to that some. On
2 points. The first with respect to is the number reasonable.
Again, going back to the mysteries of Medicaid funding, this is
a very complex issue. And we got into this last year. It became very
clear that there were some States that were going to see substantially greater growth than 3.3 percent. Bob Miller has nearly that
much in population growth every year.
When you add that to inflation, there are States that were referred to in this discussion as the growth States and those that
were not, and it dramatically impacts the way these formulas affect
their State.
With respect to the 7.8, may I also point out that we have been
going through, in the health care, industry, a rather aggressive,
competitive transition. It is much more competitive than it was before, and that has had the effect of driving the rates down. But
that 7.8 actually reflects closer to medical inflation rates than the
3.3 percent.
This is a very significant point. Because the rates are 3.3 percent
today, does not mean that they will not continue to go up to higher
levels, and that is one of the grave concerns that we have about
caps.
Governor MILLER. May I add just one more thing, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAiRmAN. Sure.
Governor MILLER. In looking at our notes here, the other factor
that probably was considered is the aging of the baby boomers,
which alone will drive a number of more people into the Medicaid
roles, in both case size load and per capita costs.
The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned, Governor Leavitt, the opposition
:)f the Governors' to per capita caps. Are there ways to limit the
growth in Federal and State expenditures which would be acceptable to the Governors?
Governor LEAVITT. Well, we recognize that there is a need to
achieve greater efficiencies, and we have put ideas forward with re1pect to how we think that can occur. I would like to restate our
)pposition, however, to any form of per capita cap. We think there
are only three ways that the States can respond to that. All three
are bad.
The first is to cut providers, which ultimately means that you do
iot have access. The second would be to cut benefits, which is a
.Tery difficult thing to do, even among optional populations. We
oefer to them as optional populations, but they actually are preg-

nant mothers, children and the disabled. Those, as the States have
proven, are not optional with us.
And the third would be to have the States pay, if there was, in
fact, an overage. But let me just give you an example of how that
works in my State.
Currently, the average person cost is about $2,000, based on the
60/40 split roughly. That means the National Government currently pays about $1,200 and the State pays $800. If because of a
lawsuit or because of inflation, or any other number of changes
that could be affected by Congress that went up to $2,500, the $500
excess of the $2,000 would not be shared by the National Government.
It would go directly to the State, which would mean that this
would all be done on the back of the State. We do not think that
sounds like a partnership.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand your point; that a one-sided cap on'
spending is unfair as the risk is shifted to the State. But if you
were given greater flexibility to limit the entitlement, do caps on
spending become more acceptable?
Governor MILLER. I think, Mr. Chairman that is what we outlined today in trying to reach an additional 8 billion, coupled with
the $86 billion already realized, is that the flexibility outlined and
detailed by Governor Leavitt, and overviewed by myself, is designed to reach that other $8 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. My time is up, but let me ask, are Governors
proposing changes in their State budgets which will result in Medicaid savings? Has any study been made of that?
Governor LEAVITT. Mr. Chairman, I can respond to that. Every
Governor is struggJing with this problem. We have the burden of
a balanced-budget -every year, and Medicaid has become a greater
and greater weight for us to carry.
It is now the second largest category of spending in State budgets. It is pressing hard up against education as the highest user
of public funds. So we are desperately looking for ways to save
money, not just for you, but for us. So there is considerable pressure on us already to be saving these dollars.

The CHAIRMAN. But I was wondering whether the current pro-

posals would reflect significant change in spending at the State
level?
Well, maybe I am not understanding the
Governor LEAvir.
question. But every time we save a dollar, you save a dollar.

The CHAIRMAN. Right.

Governor LEAVITT. And we find that to be considerable incentive
for us, and it has been present for some time. And we look with
some pleasure on the $86 billion that has been saved, and the $31
billion on top of that that CBO has acknowledged. And while we
are not so bold as to say we are responsible for all of that, we think
that the kinds of management changes that the States are making
are basically the only changes that have occurred in the program.
The CHAIRmAN. As I said in my opening remarks, I think you are
entitled to great credit for those accomplishments.
Senator MOYNIILAN. Something happened.
The CHAiRMAN. That is right. Senator Moynihan.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Could I just note,
on this general point, that Mr. Robert Pear, in the New York
Times, wrote recently that Mr. Clinton's proposal, which is the per
capita cap, would limit the financial obligation of the Federal Goverrnent, but not the States.
And I do not know why we want to be doing that right now when
we are seeing results of effort and thought.
Could I say to Governor Leavitt that the complexities of this formula are formidable. I am glad you want to get one of those computers up from Nevada. But just as an example, and being open
in this I hope, in terms of the Federal benefit per capita in the
State of Nevada, it is $138. In the State of New York it is $582.
Even though we have a higher matching rate, we get more Federal monies. And all this you know. But it should be. I think candor requires me to agree with you.
I would like to put a general question to the 2 of you, which is
that you argue that sound policy should drive Medicaid reform decisions, not budgetary politics. And that is surely an unexceptional
statement, and this committee would agree with you.
Last year the National Governor's Association urged the President and the Congress, "to adopt a consumer price index that accurately reflects the real rate of inflation."
And, as you know, the committee has been much concerned with
this matter; the chairman has been. We have a new universal judgment of -witnesses. We have had before us the chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and such.
Our present use of the consumer price index, which is not a cost
of living index, greatly adds to our costs. And that if we were to
get the correction that was proposed by a commission that we established in this committee, you would get a trillion dollars in 12
years in just getting your numbers right.
Might we assume that the Governors are still of this view; that
we ought to get as near as you can-you can never get exactlya good cost of living index by which we can index our Federal programs and the tax program as well?
Governor MILLER. We, in fact, enacted a similar resolution in
early February of this year. So, for 2 years in a row, that has been
our position. It is our position, and we feel that is something that
should be strongly considered in balancing the budget, which we
believe is a desirable goal.
But we are concerned that some efforts to balance the budget
might be at the expense of the States and their ability to provide
services.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I

think we would take the view that we

should seek to get a correct number, regardless of its budgetary impact.
Governor LEAVIrr Mr. Moynihan, it is very seldom that I have
an opportunity to get in the same line as the distinguished chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, in a forum this profound, but
I would like to add my solid amen to his words. We just ought to
get it right.
Senator MoYNIHAN. Yes. They are. Thank you very much, Governors. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Bryan.
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Senator BRYAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. With all
of these numbers that are dancing around, let me share at least
some information that we have; that in fiscal year 1995, Nevada
received less, in terms of Medicaid funds per capita, than any other
State. Roughly, $155 versus a national monthly average of approximately $342.
We have the lowest Medicaid reimbursement formula, and thehighest growth rate in the country. My question Governor Miller,
is how would this proposed per capita cap affect States like Nevada
that have high growth and low reimbursement rates, in terms of
the formula?
Governor MILLER. Well, I think it would be particularly disadvantageous to States like Nevada. And, in somewhat of an answer
to both Senator Roth and Moynihan's questions earlier, Nevada has
less room within our programs for flexibility.
So, some of the options that are offered by other States are not
offered in Nevada. We are what you might characterize as a Volkswagen State and have less room to maneuver. I mean, we are literally frozen when it comes to that, in terms of what is particularly
mandated,_ and we receive less money per capita than any other
State. And we have the fastest growth, on top of all those factors.
It is difficult to ascertain exactly what numbers would result
from the per capita cap, but it is reasonable to believe it would be
a more significant percentage in our State than many others.
And the DSH formula proposal is also particularly disadvantageous to Nevada because we are one of the 15 States that is characterized as high DSH, but we are a low high DSH State in the
way that the formula is to be revised.
It works better if you are a high DSH State or you are a nonDSH state than if you are in that middle category. So again, we
might lose as much as $8 million in a round basis in DSH, which
is a significant amount of money in our budget.
Senator BRYAN. In an earlier hearing before the committee, Secretary Shalala testified, in response to a similar question, Governor, that I just asked of you, there is really nothing to worry
about; that high growth States are protected because this is a per
capita cap would be indexed based on the GDP.
Now, I am not sure that the GDP is necessarily the kind of index
that would be helpful to a high growth State whose growth rate
may be substantially higher than the overall GDP, which is a meld
obviously, of the 50 States. Would you care to comment on the Secretary's response?
Governor MILLER. Well, I think your characterization is accurate.
It would not be advantageous to us. And then it is multiplied by
the fact, as I pointed out, that we are very restricted in the benefits
less latitude and less flexibility.
povid,wasgiingus
So,thatwe
if there
suha limitation, we are in both categories that
get disadvantaged, high growth and low benefits.
Governor LEAVITTr. Senator Bryan, can I comment on that?
Senator BRYAN. By all means, Governor Leavitt.
Governor LEAVITT. There is no question that those States that
are experiencing high growth would be disproportionately ill served
by this proposa . It should also be pointed out that one of the other
downsides of this kind of a cap is that there are many States-

some of them low growth, some of them high growth-who have aggressively gone out and used managed care and other manager
methods in order to get their per person cost down.
This would basically freeze that, and it would reward States who
have done nothing; who have high per capita costs or high per person costs. It basically freezes their inefficiencies. It would allow
them then to start to moving to inefficiencies and reap great windfalls. That would be unfair to those States who have aggressively
'sought that kind of efficiency before.
Senator BRYAN. I appreciate that both of you have made the
point that the National Governor's Association does oppose the per
capita cap. But I think what you were saying is that even if one
accepts, but does-not concede, for purpose of the debate, that this
kind of per capita cap would be particularly difficult for a high
growth State that has worked into its own program some of the efficiencies that both of you have outlined.
Governor LEAVITT. Nothing in our comments should reflect any
support whatsoever for caps.
Senator BRYAN. I do understand that. Sometimes the legislative
process at the Federal level does produce, as I know both of you
understand, some unintended consequences. Just in case this
might occur, I wanted to make the point that this proposed index
would be particularly difficult for a high growth State.
Governor Miller, my last question is to you. You talked about the
6 million beneficiaries that -are dually eligible for both Medicare
and Medicaid. . Is there anything that we can do to provide greater
help to the States in terms of some of the implications for these
dual eligibles that we have?
Senator LEAVITTr. I think, Senator, the primary thing would be
to recognize any discussions of Medicare would include Medicaid,
because as you modify Medicare, not only do you affect those 6 million dual applicants, but you potentially affect even more because
of the Medicaid formula.
If you restrict some of the Medicare services, you could shift
those costs;-perhaps even inadvertently, to Medicaid. And so it has
been our position at the National Governor's Association that we
would like to see both studied together and the interrelationship
being a constant subject of discussion. We are very concerned that
some of those unintended cost reductions in Medicare would just
shift to Medicaid and extrapolate our problems.
Senator BRYAN. Governor Miller, anything you would care to add
to that comment?
Governor MILLER. No, thank you.
Senator BRYAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAA"E. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to join
in in welcoming the Governors here. We have had an excellent relationship with both of these -Governors over many years, and I am
glad to see you again.
I would like to ask a couple of questions. I will start off with that
you repeal the cost reimbursement provided to federally qualified
health clinics. In other words, to community health centers. There
is a cost base reimbursement that is there now, and I was active

in getting that in place several years ago. But you would repeal it.
And maybe that is all right.
I have talked to our folks at home, and they are not opposed to
that. But they are worried about whether they are going to be adequately reimbursed. As you know, these community health centers,
at least in my part of the country, carry a very, very heavy burden
with the poor, as far as health care goes, and they do not have another source of income.
In other words, they cannot make up with charging higher to
those that come in, because everybody that comes in there, nearly
all of them are on Medicaid. How would you handle that? In other
words, how are we going to make sure that these institutions are
adequately reimbursed?
Governor LEAVIT. Senator, the community health care centers
in our State are a wonderful addition, and they do pick up a service
source that no one else would at times, and it is in the interest of
the States to maintain them as healthy entities. But they should
not be insulated completely from the competitive nature of a marketplace.
So we are just looking for ways to fAnd that balance. Currently,
it is tipped entirely one way; it is entirely cost based. And what
that means is they are not subject to any market pressures whatsoever.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes. They are reimbursed as Medicare recipients. Medicare providers are. Well, we all want them to survive.
And I guess your point is, as a Governor, you are not going to let
them fail because of the crucial services they provide.
What do you say to that, Governor Miller?
Governor MILLER. My response is very similar to what Governor
Leavitt just said. But I think the NGA position collectively is that
these are valuable resources in the individual States that need to
be retained.
But their cost basis needs to be similar to what the State is experiencing for the rest of the Medicaid program, and it should not
stick out on the one end. It should be a part of an overall package
to provide health care in the State.
Governor LEAVITT. Senator, could I add one more piece?
This is a wonderful illustration of what we believe is an untapped resource, and that is the ability for the States to learn from
each other as we undertake some of the difficult questions.
What you have asked is a very difficult problem. On the one
hand, they serve a population that mnay not be served in any other
way. On the other hand, they are not subject to the marketplace.
We cannot allow them to not be adequately funded.
We think, as we move into this, that the States have every incentive and have every desire to see them continue, and we will find
ways to find that balance. If we have to find them all in a hearing
room like this or in Washington, we likely will not find them. But
we think, with the incentives being what they are for the States,
we wili find the solutions.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes. The only point I want to stress is that they
do not have an alternate source to go to to make it up; from private
payers or whoever it is.

Now, we all support repealing the waiver requirement to enter
managed care for Medicaid recipients. I do not think there is any
argument with that. At least I have believed there should be some
minimal standards in there. Both of you have- testified that you do
not want that.
But I am not sure just what you would have in lieu of that. I
think it was you, Governor Leavitt, that suggested that there be an
accounting procedure or a tabulation of how they have done on an
annual basis. What do we do to track these providers under this
managed care waiver; a waiver to managed care?
Governor LEAVTT. If I could just make a general statement on
that. I cannot respond specifically to what you are- referring to because I am not connecting on it.
But, generally speaking, we recognize that there is a need for,
standards, but standards often become prescriptions. And standards often become so detailed that that is the form and the basis
under which all of our flexibility disappears.
So I am sure that there will need to be some form of standard
because of the National Government's involvement. We just argue
that the less prescriptive they are, the more efficient we think the
marketplace can become.
Governor MILLER. Senator, actually I believe it was myself that
outlined that.
Senator CHAFEE. I guess it was you, Governor Miller.
Governor MILLER. What we have suggested is quality assurance
plans that would include a number of elements, grievance process,
comparative report cards of health care performance, deeming of
NOQA accreditation standards and HEDIS reporting requirements
and benchmarks, future quality performance, etcetera, and basically, an annual assessment.
But we have also suggested that there might be external indicators, such as consumer satisfaction, the number of low birth weight
babies, immunization rates, many that should also be considered,
and we do not believe that that list is exclusive either. We want
to work with the Congress to establish parameters by which those
measures could be reached.
Senator CHAFEE. So presumably, these reports would come in at
the end of the year or whatever the period is. So, in effect, they
become a standard to some degree. In other words, if they are not
providing the adequate number of immunization shots or not caring for low birth weight babies in some fashion, then that managed
care unit, I presume, would be dropped?
Governor- MILLER. That is correct. It would be a performance
measure, much like most managed care organizations are critiqued
now in the private sector.
Governor LEAVITT. Senator, I think our general statement would
be Governors would like to be measured on the basis of our results,
not have every process monitored.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Gramm.
Senator GRAmm. Mr. Chairman, I want to join everybody else in
welcoming our Governors today. I do want to bring up a very unpleasant fact that seems to be lost in all of this discussion. And

that very unpleasant fact is that both the President and the Congress have committed to balancing the budget in the year 2002.
The President submitted a budget last year that called for $35
worth of Medicaid savings. We have adopted budgets calling for
substantially more. The President, this year, has proposed a savings figure of $26 billion. But his budget, without this sort of cata.clysmic automatic cut in the last 2 years, is $70 billion short of
being in balance by the scoring that we are required by law to follow.
And so there is no possibility that we are going to write a budget
that does not have at least $26 billion worth of Medicaid savings.
There is no possibility that is going to happen.
I do not know how you could possibly write a budget that would
have any hope of being in balance without doing that.
Second, I am kind of a little bit amazed in that the President has
made a proposal, which you can like it or dislike. And there are
parts of it I like. There are parts of it I do not like. But it is a real
proposal to drive change in .Medicaid, and the proposal is have a
per capita cap.
Now, we may decide to do it; we may not decide to it obviously,
as I look at the President's budget. And I have been very critical
of it, and for good reason. In Medicare, for example, the President
phases out a co-payment that adds $11 billion a year to the cost
of Medicare. And so I have been very critical of that.
But, on the other hand, this is real, genuine, honest to God reform that will save money, that will drive change, and that will
force States, not only to look at the things you have talked about,
but dramatically changing the system as well.
And it seems to me that one of the things that we are going to
have to answer on this committee, at some point when a budget is
written, is where are we going to get the $26 to $35 billion worth
of savings we are going to have to have to make the budget work?
And -if we do not use the President's per capita cap, what are we
going to do?
Now, I certainly understand that you cannot have a per capita
cap without giving dramatic flexi bility to States. But at some point,
somewhere, we are going to have to find a way to fill this hole.
There is no way there is going to be a budget that saves only $8
6,illion in Medicaid.
Medicaid has grown, in the 1980's and 1990's, at 20 percent a
year. Every time we reformed it, we have added benefits that cost
more than we saved. Every single time. And we phased them in
over time so it looks like we are cutting when we are actually increasing.
But I did not want to let the Opportunity pass, and I am certainly
not trying to get into an argument with you. And I understand
where you are coming from in terms of what you are trying to do
in your State.
But I did not want to pass the opportunity to sort of throw the
question out at least that if in the end we are required by budgetary considerations to save more money in Medicaid, even if we
rejected the President's proposal, which is a genuine proposal-and
I see it as a very powerful, but obviously unpopular proposal-what
ideas would you have, from the States' point of view, of things we

could do that would give us any hope to fill this gap between the
$8 billion you are talking about and the $26 to $35 billion we are
going to have to come up with, ultimately, on this committee to
make our budget work?
Have you got any thought- of things that we ought to be looking
at as an alternative to this?
Governor MILLER. Well,- Senator, it certainly is a difficult problem, and it is the belief of all the Governors that the Federal budget should be balanced like we do in the States. However, respectfully, I would point out that there are tradeoffs in the budget and
such considerations as tax cuts or whether or not to modify the CPI
could very well be considered in balance as compared to Medicaid
adjustments, which would result in the States having to raise
taxes.
I do not think anybody desires to have Federal tax cuts at the
expense of States having to raise taxes on the very same individuals. And we believe that the $8 billion, coupled with the $86 billion that has already been achieved, is a significant savings in
Medicaid.
If you become more restrictive than that in terms of the money,
then it is going to result in a reduction in services or an increase
in taxes at the State level.
Governor LEAvITr. My response would be similar. I agree with
you, Senator, that the proposal does drive change. The unfortunate
part is that all of the changes that it drives are bad, particularly
for States like yours that are high growth and use DSH extensively.
We have proposed a series of flexibilities that we think would
allow us to put the $8 billion on the table. We do not have a policy
with respect to DSH, for example, in NGA, and so I speak of it only
as a matter of reference.
When we were talking about this a year ago, we iiscovered that
you can freeze DSH and save $12 billion on a going forward basis.
That discussion ultimately will come up. We do not have a policy
on it in NGA.
But I think Governor Miller accurately portrayed it. CPI is a
very good solution that would, we think, add to your ability to do
it. But ultimately, this panel will have to face whether or not if
they are going to enact tax cuts that will cause us to raise the
taxes in the States.
Senator GRAmm. Well, Mr. Chairman, if I could just make one
final comment. I think that we ought to look at CPI. I think we
ought to put together a distinguished panel of economists and statisticians to look at it.
But I think if it is clear that we are just trying to jimmy around
with the basic measure of inflation so tat we do not have to make
any hard choices, I think that we are not going to find any kind
of great public support for it.
Finally, the one area where changing CPi is not going to do us
any good of any substantial degree is in the area of medical care.
It is not going to have a substantial impact or significant on Medicare; it is not going to have a substantial impact on Medicaid.
Changing the CPI reduces Social Security benefits and it raises
taxes.

That is where the benefits, if you call those benefits, comes from.
But it still does not deal with our problem of Medicaid. And if, in
fact, as many feel in the administration, and in the Congress, and
in the various think tanks that this lull in Medicaid costs were due
to a surge in States moving benefits--recognizing that reform was
on the way and that we are going to be back in these double digit
increases, which I think is probably the more probable scenariowe have a major problem here that is not going to be solved by
CPI, whatever the benefits may be of it.

The

CHAIRMAN. I

would just like to ask one follow-up question.

If we were to give you the flexibility you desire, which would include limiting the States' liability as well, could some type of limiting growth be supported by the Governors, Governor Leavitt?
Governor LEAVITT. We have a very difficult time. In fact, have
not arrived at a conclusion that would allow us to say that a per
capita cap either serves the program or serves the States or the
National Government's long-term interest, unless the National
Government were to decide that they wanted to limit their liability
and not the States. There is just a basic inequity in the National
Government stepping away from this partnership in that way.
The CHAIRMAN. You were suggesting that you could limit the
States' liability as well.
Governor LEAvVr. Well, that was not the inference I was making. We were saying that we believe it would be an unfair thing
for them to limit theirs and not ours.

The CHAIRMAN. But if the flexibility was given the States, includ-

ing limiting their liability, could that be supported by the Governors?
Governor LEAvVr. It would, I suspect, depend on how that was
done.
Governor MILLER. We have never analyzed the limitation on the
States' liability, Mr. Chairman. What we discussed extensively in
our 100 hours of comradeship last year discussing this issue was
limiting the Federal. So I am not prepared to answer that question,
unless we have a great deal of specificity as to what it might mean,
and then we could analyze what it might mean budgetarily.
Governor LEAV~rr. Mr. Chairman, 1 think that the important
thing here is to recognize that we do not have NGA policy on this,
subject. As you know from previous testimony before this panel,
there have been many Governors who have come and indicated
that we believe, given full responsibility to manage this program
with the flexibilities that we need, that we can achieve significant
savings.
We do not have policy in the NGA related to limiting the States'
liability.
The CHAIRMAN. I would just conclude by saying this committee
is going to have make some hard decisions down the road-I am
confidentL-once the budget begins to move. The more information
as to what you can support in this kind of a situation, the better.
Senator Rockefeller.

Senator

RocKEFELLER.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, just a

comment, which I feel duty bound to make about States balancing
their budgets and we do not.
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I have not actually added up the number of revenue bond sources
and capital budget techniques and the things that I had when I
was Governor of West Virginia, but it has always caused me, when
anybody ever said we balance our budgets and you folks do notand they are quite right about the fact that we folks do not-that
the States have a good deal more flexibility.
And it could be argued the fact that if you applied the same procedures as to the States as you do to the Federal Government, your
budgets would not be balanced either. But that is just small-minded on my part.
What is more on my mind, -in fact, is the attitude in the States
about giving health care coverage to kids that do not now have it,
many of whom are poor.
And my sort of philosophical context comes from the highly uinsuccessful health care program put forward by the President several years ago, because what was interesting about that was that
people were saying-and we knew at that time there were about
37 million uninsured people in this country, and obviously, some of
those were children-by very large margins-70 percent, 72 percent, 73 percent-two things.
One, that they wanted to have universal health coverage. And
second, that they were willing to be taxed to make sure that it
cam~ bout. And this was not just, you know, the Kaiser Foundation. This was a number of polls that were taken.
Now, what actually the case is is that the people were not answering truthfully. What they really cared about was their own
personal health insurance, about which they were extremely nervous, and there was this kind of denial statement about the public
good. But when it came down to decisions that need to be made,
what is going to happen to my health insurance, I am nervous
about it, I want to keep my doctor, etcetera.
We have a number of proposals in Congress. Senator Dashiel has
one; the President. In fact, in his $25 billion of cuts in Medicaid,
there are some things that he does that affect children, outreach
efforts and other things for health care.
Senator Kennedy and Senator Kerrey from Massachusetts have
one, I have one that is coming up, and they have different approaches. They are tax credits. One is just an outright grant based
upon a tobacco-tax. Th-_y cover different numbers of children.
My question to you iF, what is the attitude in your States- about
poor childrens' health care coverage as a priority or item for you
as Governors to be doing something about? In truth.
Governor MILLER. Certainly it is an area of concern, and I think
the recent findings of GOAS submitted there were about 2.9 million
children falling into the general category I believe you are discussing. We do not have specificity as to who those children are. We
are trying to work with GAO to ascertain how we can best determine that.
But I think that as we embark on further outreach and some of
the programs I outlined earlier in my first statement-do thatfirst, I think we need to consider that some of these children might
not need Medicaid. They might already have health insurance.

And second~, States like Vermont, with extensive experience in
children's health issues, have found that some families avoid association with Medicaid because of a perceived stigma. That needs to
be addressed. Finally, as Medicaid would become instantly as available to these children, should a need arise, I think that that is the
primary consideration, because certainly, if any child in this category needs the medical service, it is there.
So the question then is in preventative care and then diagnosis,
in large part. But I think many of the States are very concerned
about, and I outlined several of the expansion plans in my iniitial
testimony.
Governor LEAVITT. Senator, may I say that in 1994, in our State,
as just an example, we extended our Medicaid program to include
all of the children in our State under 18 who were below, I believe,
185 percent of the poverty level. And extensions and optional coverage. There are many other States who have actually proposed
waivers to do more.
Governor Beasley, from South Carolina, recently announced a
Medicaid expansion targeted at children. I know that Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Massachusetts, New Jersey, North Carolina, Wisconsin, and New York recently expanded one. There is a great appetite on the p art of Governors to find ways to cover these children.
Not all of tem are public sector. Many of them are private sector. I think, in terms of priorities, there is no higher one.

Senator

RocKEFELLER.

Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.

The CHAiRmAN. Senator Moseley-Braun.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAuN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

And to the Governors, I would like to add my thanks for your appearance this morning. I would actually kind of like to follow-up on
Senator Rockefeller's question regarding children.
I hope it is not, but there seems to be something of a contradiction in your statements regarding the desire to achieve coverage
for-particularly for children and your recommendation EPSDT.
Your recommendation 8.3 speaks to the early periodic screening diagnostic and treapiaent component of the Medicaid program, Which,
as you know, provides for immunization and early intervention and
prevention services for children.
And given the fact that-at least in my State-almost half of the
people receiving Medicaid coverage are children, on average, I
think the Medicaid expenditures for children is about $1,400. For
everybody else it is about $4,100. So you have got a low cost, very
vulnerable par of the population here that we are all talking about
expanding coverage for, and yet, at the same time, this set of recommendations says that we want to be able to reduce it.
While I certainly recognize and support your interest in flexibility in partnership with the Federal Government in determining
what is covered under this program and how it works, at the same
time, it seems to me that the flexibility should not be achieved at
the expense of the most vulnerable population being put more at
risk, and frankly, in a situation which would be of least to your
State budgets.
And so, if you could speak to that contradiction, I would appreciate it.

Governor LEAvirr I am happy to, Senator. The disparage of that
provision is not challenged by Governors. It is the redundancy it
creates, and frankly, there is a lot of redundancy in the process.
And what we find is we believe we can do it a lot more-efficiently
than under the current program, particularly under the T, under
treatment. There is a lot of areas that could just be done far more
efficiently, and there is a basic redundance that comes up in the
process when you actually start managing the program.
So we are not asking that it be eliminated. What we are suggesting is we think there is a better way to do it.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. But you are not suggesting any less
treatment for children?
Governor LEAVIrrT. No. We are just asking to be able to manage
it in a different way. Right now, the Federal regulations are so prescriptive on how -it happens that there is basically one way to do
it, and that is it.
Senator MosELEY-BRAUN. But again, then so long as you are not
suggesting that the kids get less treatment and less intervention
and less prevention, because again, this is a very- vulnerable population and early intervention saves so much money. It just seems
to me that tinkering-if it ain't broke-with this might not produce
the savings that you believe.
Governor LEAviTT. I wish I could call to my mind some of the
anecdotes that I have experienced in the last 4 years as Governor.
But there have been times when we get into some of the children's
populations where we will have to take them for examinations 4 or
5 times over the course of a very short period of time, simply because the law requires it under certain program.
We are just looking for a way to be able to coordinate it better.
Senator MOSIELEY-BRAUN. So you could just work through this?
This is something that could be worked without repealing the initiative?
Governor LEAvrrr. Again, the policy statement basically says we
think there is a lot better way to do it. Now, I will tell you, from
my own standpoint as a Governor, that the problem here is that
it is so prescriptive in the way we go about it. No one wants to
deny people immunizations; children. No one wants to not have
them examined.
What we are looking for, however, is a way to be able to both
achieve that and then treat them in a way that is more efficient.
And frankly, this is where a lot of the inefficiencies crop up.
Senator MosELEY-BRAUN. Thank you, Governor. I am very happy
to hear you say that. I was concerned because it just seemed to be
at odds with the general thrust of your other remarks.
Governor MILLER. I think, Senator, I would just add that the
consideration that we have is not limiting the applicants, but the
cost factor again. In this instance, the practice has been that physicians prescribe, and it is automatic, whatever they prescribe. And
sometimes that is somewhat arbitrary, and we feel that it can be
better handled in an overall health-care package in which there are
some limitations therein.
Governor LEAviTT. Senator, I have a paper that I will submit to
you that talks about some of the problems, particularly with the

"T" portion, the treatment portion. It is just some of the inflexibilities that we are finding, and I think you would find it instructive.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUJN. Thank you. I appreciate that. Thank
you very much. Thank you, Governor.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we could also get a
copy of that? That would be of interest to me.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. We can share.
The CHAIRmAN. No. No. Absolutely not.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. I will get it from Senator MoseleyBraun. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank our Governors. Mike, I cannot see you. Where are you? Welcome to the
committee.
Governor LEAVITTr. Thank you.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you for your testimony.
One of the problems with the way we have to handle any savings
in any of these programs is we have to come up with scoreable savings. And one of the things that they tell us that is not scoreable
is to say give the States all the flexibility they want, and I am sure
they are going to come up with the savings of $8 billion or whatever; $9 billion that we need.
It is sort of like trust. They do not trust us, and they do not trust
you. They do not trust anything unless it is spelled out in black
and white. So we have a difficulty getting the savings we need by
just saying we are going to give the States a great deal more flexibility, without being specific. And that is why the cap is in there,
because it can be very specific, and you get your savings on it.
So my question is this, suppose that we give you the flexibility
that you-are requesting-and I happen to think it is a pretty good
idea-by repealing the Boren Amendment, by repealing the cost
based reimbursement for the Federal qualified health centers, but
did not impose a capital per capita cap, but tried to achieve our
savings through reforming -the DSH Program, but have a type of
trigger mechanism for the Medicaid program that would trigger in
a per capita cap if the savings were not achieved by these new
flexibilities that you have.
In other words, that would give us, I think, a way of getting
some scoreable savings because it would be an automatic trigger if,
in fact, what you are saying will get the job done does, in fact, not
get the job done. If it gets the job done, there is no per capita cap.
But if everything we give you, flexibility-wise, gets it done, there
is no cap per capita that would kick in. Any comments on that?
Goveriior MILLER. Well, half a pie is better than none.
Senator BREAUX. All right. Thank you.
[Laughter.]
Governor MILLER. The fact is that our estimates are that those
would result in $8 billion in savings. The other component that is
on the side of that is the DSH payments, which, if they are reduced
by some $15 billion, for example, as in the President's budget, that
is going to have another severe impact on States and their ability
to provide those services that somehow has to be in the cost equation adjustment.

Senator BREAUX. I understand that. But I think, for scoring purposes, Mr. Chairman, we are going to have to have something that
is realistic and that is scoreable. And I guess if we give the States
the flexibility they ask for, I would think that some type of a standby or a trigger in mechanism of a per capita cap, it, in fact, the
savings are not achieved, is something that is worth exploring.
Governor LEAVITT. Senator, could I comment on it?

Senator BREAUX. Sure, Mike.

Governor LEAVTT. Something that we have not, I think, driven
home enough is the logistical nightmare that would be created by
a per capita cap.
Senator BREAUX. I agree with that.
Governor LEAVITT. We have got 50 States. On average, you have
4 eligibilities in each State. That is 200 separate caps. This is an
expansion of an administrative cost on the national level and the
State level that is very profound, making greater than even the
savings could be achieved in some sort of cap.
Senator BREAUX. But you have convinced me that if we give you
the flexibility, you will come up with a savings so that this trigger
mechanism of a per capita cap is just theoretical, and we do not
have to worry about it. Right?
Governor LEAVTT. But even with your theory, you have to manage it.
Senator BREAUX. Yes. Well, I think that we are going to have to
have something that is scoreable, and I think that maybe this is
a possibility. Let me ask you about DSH.
While we are talking about reforming DSH, would distributing
the money to the States based on the number of uninsured, as op-.
posed to the number of people on Medicaid, be helpful? Or does it
make a difference?
There is a very large number of uninsured in all of our States
who are not eligible for Medicaid, which contribute to the cost of
health costs in your State because these people are not left on the
Street. In America, they are treated.
Governor MILLER. Well, in Nevada it would probably be very
helpful because we have the highest rate of uninsured. But we
have not analyzed, I do not think, at a national level as to how it
would work out. Frankly, DSH is not a subject that there is uniform agreement amongst the nation's Governors upon, as you
might suspect, because some are in DSH States, some are in nonDSH States, some are in high DSH States, some in low, and even
last year it was a troublesome area for us when we were trying to
reach an overall package.
Senator BREAUX. If you could have some of your folks back at
NGA take a look at that concept, I would appreciate hearing your
thoughts, Bob, on it.
Also, the matching rate, I know, is based on per capita among.
And GAO, among others, has suggested that perhaps it would be
good to have it based on the poverty rate, as opposed to just a per
capita income level, and that is another thing that needs to be explored. Thank you.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Conrad.
Senator CoNRAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I thank the
witnesses as well. I think I just witnessed Senator Breaux herding
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you into a boxed canyon in this question of a standby trigger, but
it may be an idea whose time has come.
The hard reality is we do have to have scoreable- savings. And
when you sit down and seriously address trying to get a budget
plan that adds up to actually balance, my own judgment is the real
test ought not to be unified balance because that is not balance at
all. When we are talking about raiding every trust fund in sight
to claim balance, that is just a fraud.
The real test ought to be true balance. True balance is not using
any of the trust funds. I just came from a budget committee hearing at which the Blue Dog coalition on the House side testified, and
they have come up with a budget proposal that balances without
counting Social Security trust funds by the year 2005. In fact, they
do not use any trust funds. That is true balance.
That is when we start to get serious about balancing budgets
around here. We adopt a budget like that one. Now, they do not
have any tax cuts. They have a correction in the CPI. Those fellows, and the women that are involved with that effort, have
stepped up to the plate, and I would hope that we would step up
to the plate.
It does not mean that you have got to have every detail the same
as theirs, but if we are going to be really square with the American
people about a balanced budget, we cannot be talking about raiding
every trust fund in sight, of every nickel and claim we balance
something.
I
That takes me to the question of DSH because last year we had
a difference with respect to this. Senator Graham and I felt very
strongly that we cannot have these scams going on at the State
level, and I outlined, in some detail, some of the scams that were
going. I might say not in either of your States, to your credit. Not
in my State either, to my State's credit. But we have got other
States that have engaged in it heavily.
And we have got a study from the Urban Institute that says 11
3 of DSH money goes to uses completely outside of health care. I
do not know how anybody can justify that. You play these games
and pretty soon you find out that money that is Federal money
that is supposed to be for Medicaid is over in the transportation
budget.
I would just ask how could anybody justify DSH money going for
uses outside of health care? Is there'any justification, in your
minds, for that?
Governor MILLER. I do not think there is, Senator. But I also believe that those abuses were prior to 1993 reforms. At least it is
our opinion that those abuses are not presently occurring, and
much has been frozen in the DSH formula since then.
The question is, what do you do if there is a complete freeze or
elimination of DSH in those States where there has been a reliance
thereupon. Those persons that have been served by it are still
going to have to be served by it in some capacity and that cost adjustment could be particularly disadvantageous.
Senator CONRAD. To who?
Governor MILLER. To the State or the individuals that would be
deprived of the medical services.

Senator CONRAD. All I can tell you is that I have absolutely zero
sympathy for States that engate in this charade of play ing this
game of getting money out of th e Medicaid program and sticking
it in other programs. I have zero sympathy for those folks.
If they are going to have to take a jolt because they engaged in
a phony presentation to the Federal Government of what they, were
doing, why should they not have to pay a cost.
Governor MILLER. I do not believe that they are in that category
now. If that is applicable to all DSH States, then my State would
be included therein, but-that is not something we have done, and
do not think any of the States do it after the 1993 reforms. -

Senator CORAD&. Well, this Urban Institute study suggests oth-

erwise. It suggest that we still have a problem, and I am just asking, on a principled basis, there is no justification for that, is there?
I know I am kind of putting you guys on the spot, and you guys
are not the guilty parties.
Governor LEAVITTr. This is a conversation I am happily left out
of as a State that has not engaged in it. And I have also been
through all of the formula debates, and I know how sensitive it is.
And it gets played off against the reimbursement rates the minute
you bring that up
Ultimately, what you say has some appeal to me, but, on the
other hand, I recognize that that is where we are.
Could I just reflect on your earlier comment for a moment? You
used the term boxed canyon. I would like to point out that that is
what the States view this per capita to be. We have a lot more confidence in your willingness to cap your liability and ongoing commitment to this program than we have optimism that you are ultimately going to give us the flexibility we need and keep it there.
We feel like we are going to get herded into this boxed canyon,
and we will have a cap. And as soon as things get tough, all that
flexibility will be gone. That is why we have great reluctance to go
down this road.

Senator CONRAD. I can understand that. I say it is somewhat in-

teresting. Last year you guys were in here wanting a block grant,
at least some of you.

Governor MILLER. No.
Senator CONRAD. Not you, Governor Miller. I remember well.

Others did. And now, this year, you are adamantly opposed to any
kind of a cap. It is a little hard for me to see the consistency of
those positions.

Governor LEAVITT. Well, I think the issue there is, if you are

going to ask to manage this program, let us manage it. If you want
to be partners, then let us be partners.

Senator CONRAD. All right. Thank you both. I would just leave

you with a thought. At tt 'end of the day, we do have to have
scoreable savings. And if we are going to be serious about balancing budgets around here, and I mean really balancing-I do not
mean this kind of Washington talk about balanced budgets. I mean
real balance-we are going to have to have scoreable savings here,
as well as elsewhere.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Senator D'Amato.

Senator D'AMATO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, let
me first say that I think that you and the Senior Senator from New

York, the ranking member, Senator Moynihan, have been engaged
in taking on some very significant important issues, as it relates
to the health care, the cost, the attempt to bring cost containment
to the table, but it is a lot more difficult than some would spell out.
You have an aging population. It is going to continue to age.
There are going to be more pople in it. This business of thinking
that you can wring out the kinds of savings necessary to balance
the budget is preposterous, and we are going to find ourselves in
one heck of a position.
We will destroy a great health care system. With all its inadequacies, there is no health care system in the world that is better.
Now, you can take some tiny little country and say it has more.
You take a country with a diversity; with the numbers of people;
with the kinds of problems that we have throughout this Nation
with millions of people pouring into this country. And they do not
come with insurance, and sometimes they do not even come with
legal documentation. And we are not known as a country that says
we are going to let you die out on the streets. So we better be carefuil.
And I think that the Governors have been working under tremendous liabilities and problems that we impose upon them, and
that is why they come to the table. And some of our members think
that we know and that we can do better and that they are cruel,
heartless and are going to allow people to starve and die on the
streets and die without care. Now, that is preposterous.
We have got an attitude up here that I think really says that
folks back home just do not know what to do, and I defy it. They
are there, and they are attempting to do, and they are struggling
under some of the most restrictive legislative barriers that have
been created, either by the Congress and/or administrations in the
past by way of rules and regulations. Now,-let us understand that.
So what Governor Miller and Governor Leavitt are, I think, saying, quite correctly, is listen. While you are engaged in cutting
back, give us the flexibility necessary.
Now, I noticed that in the President's budget of this year he acknowledged the importance of encouraging flexibilities, and he proposed eliminating the need for State waivers in order to let the
move into managed care. I imagine both of the Governors
in the association, democrats and republicans, strongly endorse
that. Is that correct?
Governor LEAVTT. That is correct.
Senator D'AmATo. There are horror stories. Senator Moynihan
can tell you, notwithstanding our States' application-and I think
we are beginning to move towards a point when we will get that
waiver-it is now 2 years in the making. Two years.
Now, that is just not right. We are not suggesting that New York
came with the perfect plan and it did not need some kind of review
and overhaul. But 2 years is just absolutely not right. How many
young people would have been provided care under that managed
care plan. So that is one.
Number 2, 1 am p leased to see that the President has also recommended to repeal the B oren Amendment, and both of you have
testified to this. This would reduce a nightmare of litigation and
the law of unintended consequences, I guess, came about when the

-States

Boren Amendment was enacted. So both of you, the Governors, are
for repeal of that.
Governor MILLER. For many years.
Senator D'AmATo. Last, but not least, the business of caps.
Again, it is almost laughable to have the Congress of the United
States insist upon sound fiscal management. This is just really preposterous.
So now, I want you to tell me why no caps, if you can. I do not
think there should be caps, but you tell me why.
Governor LEAVITT. Senator, let me respond to that by referring
to discussions we had last year. Many- proposed that we have a
partnership where the States become the managing partner, and
essentially, the National Government take a limited partner role
and that was rejected.
Now the proposal, when it comes to per capita caps, is basically
this:
We would like to be partners with the National Government. We
would like to be partners with the State, the National Government
says. But we would like you to take all the risks. We would like
you to take all the upside risk, and we would like to limit our liability. But we want you still to manage it. So you manage it, you
take all the risks, and we will call ourselves a full partner.
We just do not think it is reasonable for the National Government to pull away from this partnership if that is what it is going
to be, and maintain all of the control; maintain all of the control
on who the eligible populations are, what the benefits will be, how
it will be managed, and then say to the States, but, if there is a
problem, you pay for it. That does not pass the fairness test.
Senator D'AmATo. Governor Miller?
Governor MILLER. I would only expand to that by saying that, in
effect, it also says, in this proposal, that we will tell you how much
you are going to save. You are not qualified to know how much you
are going to save yourself.
Senator D'AMATo. That is because we have done such a great job.
Right?
Governor MILLER. Well, the $86 billion has been kind of lost in
the shuffle. That is why we suggested another $8 billion is a significant amount when you look at what the targets were just a year
ago. We have all kind of slipped kind of that point and decided we
need even more.
Senator D'AMATo. Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, I want to
commend you for these hearings, and -the Governors. I hope they
have brought some clarity to the table. Really, I think you have,
and I applaud you on it. Thank you for your testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. I have just two brief questions I would like to
ask. How does Medicaid coverage compare with coverage in the private sector or in the public sector?
Governor LEAVITT. Senator, I can tell you, in my State, that a
Medicaid recipient has a benefit package that is 30 percent richer
than the average of a person who works in a mill or a car dealership in my State.
Governor LEAVITT. I think that is probably true in most States.
Not maybe the exact percentage, but it is generally better.

The

CHiAIRMAN.

But generally better.

Governor LEAvVTT. Better.
The CHAIRMAN. A second question I would like to ask is how do
we provide coverage to enroll more children in Medicaid without
creating disincentives to families to provide for their own insurance?
Governor MILLER. I outlined in my initial testimony some plans
that several of the States have. But the concern that we have is
that if a per capita cap is imposed, it would be very difficult for
any State to expand in any service, so that there would be a disincentive to expand the inclusion of children because of the limitations and the fear that there might be insufficient funds to meet
the basic needs that are already in the program.
The CHAIRmAN. Governor Leavitt?
Governor LEAVITrT. Again, referring to my own State, I will tell
you we! have expanded health care to children simply by using the
limited flexibilities we have to achieve savings, and then we have
used those savings to expand coverage for children.
There are some 40,000 children in my State who have health
care today who did not have it 3 years because we have been able
to implement managed care under a waiver.
It has taken us a long time to get. It is still imperfect. We could
make a lot more savings, if we had the flexibility, and we could expand it to more people.
We are now looking for waivers to be able to expand, not just to
children, but also to the working poor. In many cases, that is where
some of the children are who are not being covered, are those
whose parents are working, but do not have enough income to be
able to afford it, but they do not qualify. So we would like, to get
to those populations.
I might add, I think, in terms of barriers to children, that the
uncertainty of this situation is adding to it as much as anything.
There are many States who would like to proceed to cover more
children. But not knowing what we are going to face in the future
is causing us to have a great concern about expanding populations.
The CHAIRMAN. That makes a certain amount of sense. Let us
hope we are able to move.
I would ask you, gentlemen, to be available as we proceed with
this legislation because we are going to have to make some very
difficult decisions that will score, and we will need your help and
advice.
I want to thank both of you for being here today. I think it has
been most informative. We look forward to working in the future
with both of you. Thank you very much.
Governor LEAVITT. Thank you.
Governor MILLER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much indeed. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:13 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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I would like to thank the Chairman, Senator Roth, for holding this hearing. We
have work to do this year that is critical to maintaining oe of the best programs
we have ever developed to improve the well-being ofcidren, and we can look for
no better guidance than the wisdom and experience of the governors who administer
the Medicaid program.
We have the potential to add grat value to the Medicaid program by making incremental, well-tailored and much-needed improvements. We need to give states the
flexibility they need to keep, pace with changes in both the financing and delivery
of health care. At the same time, we must recognize the potential for great harm
through uninformed and poorly calculated amendments to the program.
I would like to outline briefly several Medicaid plicies I consider ripe for revision.
First, we should repeal the provision we passed as part of the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), F.L. 104-191, that for the first time
makes it a federal crime to dispose of assets to qualify for Medicaid coverage of
nursing home expenses. I believe the goal to stop fraud and abuse in the Medicaid
program is laudable and should be- pursued. However, there is a growing consensus
that Section 217 of HIPAA is vague, unenforceable, and unduly threatening to the
elderly. I have introduced S. 369 which would repeal this unnecessarily harsh provision.
Next, we should recognize that six million people are eligible for both Medicare
and Medicaid. This group makes up 17% of the Medicaid numbers, but accounts for
35% of Medicaid expenditures, and 30% of Medicare expenditures. This group tends
to have uiemedical needs, and is by definition very poor. Common sense tells
us we should provide some mechanism for Coordinating the delivery of care for these
individuals, but we have provided no incentives to do so, and the barriers to coordinated care for dually eligible persons are many. Several states have undertaken
demonstration projects in this area. I will be following with interest their results,
and looking for ways to encourage better coordinated and more cost-effective care
for this dually eligible population.
I am also interested in working with my colleagues to consider the Medicaid
model as an effective way to help address the needs of uninsured children. I do not
support further mandates on the states, but I do believe that the Medicaid program
has proven to be a great example of federal/state partnership. I am developing a
proposal that will enhance this partnership by providing incentives for the states
to expand their Medicaid programs to more uninsured children.
Finally, I am pleased to know of the Governors' interest in addressing issues of
quality. I held a hearing on March 6 on this issue, and I know that health plans,
health purchasers, and state regulators are all doing what they can to address these
and other problems. It is time for the federal government to help and support these
efforts and to restore confidence in our health care system.
We need a health system that encourages competition based on quality, not just
on price. We need to insure system wide quality and accountability. We should not
legislate standards disease by dises. However, we do need to insure that patients
are given. the right care at teright time. We need to invest in better health outcomes measures and learn how to incorporate those outcomes efficiently into practice. We need to set minimum standards for grievance procedures. We need an accreditation process for health plans. We need uniform performance indicators that
let consumers choose health plans based on price, satisfaction, benefits, and quality.
I look forward to working with my colleagues to ensure quality health care for mem(31)

bore of all health plans, including those who participate federally financed program.
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It is an honor to testify before the committee today on one of the most important issues facing states - the
future of the Medicaid program. Today we appear before you as members of the National Governors'
Association Medicaid Task Force. Also on the task force are Governor George V. Voinovich of Ohio.
Governor Lawton Chiles of Florida. Governor Howard Dean. M.D., of Vermont, and Governor Tommy 0.
Thompson of Wisconsin.
T'he Governors' Medicaid Task Force serves as a bipartisan forum for discussion related to the impact of
proposed Medicaid policy changes on states. The task force also proactively makes recommendations on
program improvements to help states in their efforts to make high-quality, cost-effective health care
available to Medicaid recipients.
We welcome the opportunity to share with you our ideas and concerns regarding Medicaid reform. Reformr
can be effective only when federal and state governments cooperate fully as partners, with joint
responsibility for the program.
Briefly, today we will review several issues of primary concern to Governors, including Medicaid cost
saving strategies. children's health, and managed care quality.
Much of the discussion about Medicaid reform that has taken place in recent months has focused on
producing savings to contribute to efforts to balance the federal budget. No one recognizes more clearly
thin Governors the need to control Medicaid spending, because we continuously wrestle with the pressure
Medicaid exerts on our own budgets. In fact, almost all states must cope with Medicaid costs in the
I
context of state balanced budget requirements.
The challenges Medicaid poses to state budgets became particularly acute in the late 1980s and cart
1990s. During that time, Medicaid spending increased at average annual rates in excess of 20 percent. The
program grew in both absolute and relative terms, and as a result of this growth. Medicaid now is the
second largest expenditure in state budgets, behind primary and secondary education.
These growth rates were unsustainable. Medicaid costs were making it difficult to fund investments in
other important state priorities. To address financial pressures and to develop a more quality-oriented
system. Governors have begun a massive transformation of state Medicaid systems. Historically. Medicaid
programs have been claims processors and bill payers. The transformation currently underway is helping
states to become more sophisticated value purchasers of quality health care services and to develop
integrated systems of care for vulnerable populations.
Already this tranformation is producing results. Medicaid spending grew only 4.5 percent between
federal fiscal years 1995 ated 1996. anid only 3.3 percent between 1996 and 1997. The dramatic reduction
in Medicaid growth rates we have enjoyed in recent years stems in large part from aggressive state pursuit
of administrative simplification, innovation, and good management.
our successes in controlling growth rates have been recognized. In February 1997, the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) lowered its baseline projections of future growth in Medicaid spending by almost
$86 billion. This recalculation follows a similar baseline revision released in December 1995 that
produced $31 billion in Medicaid savings. These reductions could not have been achieved without state
cost-containment stratgies.
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The Governors are committed to building on their record of success in controlling Medicaid costs But this
must be done very carefully. And it must be done in a way that preserves the partnership of shared
financial responsibility between the federal government and the states.
Recommended Savings Level
As a starting point for Medicaid reform, we believe it is critically important that the level of Medicaid
savings not be set arbitrarily to ill a hole in a deficit reduction package. Instead. Governors, Congress, and
the administration should agree on a package of needed Medicaid reforms. The reforms set forth will lead
to a level of savings that states and the federal government will be able to achieve by taking advantage of
newly expanded programmatic flexibilities. Sound Policy should drive Medicaid reform decisions, not
budgetary politics.
Any consideration of Medicaid's role in balancing the budget must acknowledge that even before the first
decision is made regarding a reconciliation package during this Congress, Medicaid already has contributed
S86 billion toward deficit reduction in this budget cycle. CBO's revised baseline projections make efforts
to reach a balanced budget agreement easier by $86 billion.
The revised CBO projections reflect the transformations underway in Medicaid programs to become
streamlJined value-purchasers of quality health care services. Given the progress already made, there is less
room in the program from which to squeeze additional savings without having a detrimental effect on the
number of people served by Medicaid or the range of benefits they receive.
For that reason, the Governors believe that additional Medicaid savings included in any deficit reduction
package developed by Congress and the administration should be kept to a minimum. However, we agree
that additional savings are possible, and we are committed to working with you to continue to eliminate all
unnecessary spending from the Medicaid program.
We are confident that with the additional flexibility we will ask you for today, states will be able to
produce an additional $8 billion in scorable Medicaid savings between now and 2002, very close to the net
Medicaid savings included in the President's budget. As has been the case in the past. although the
scorable savings may be in the range of $8 billion, our ability to actually achieve savings could exceed
CBO's expectations given this enhanced flexibility. Combined with the $86 billion in savings already
acknowledged by CBO, Medicaid's contribution to deficit reduction will be at least $94 billion through
2002.
This level of savings should be considered in the context of the Medicaid savings targeted in last year's
Medicaid reform efforts. The original Republican reform package would have produced $185 billion in
savings by 2002. By the end of the debate, Congress supported a package including Medicaid savings of
$85 billion. Throughout last year's reform discussions, the President supported a reform package that
would have generated $54 billion in savings.
A $94 billion contribution to deficit reduction by 2002 fits well within these parameters. In fact, when you
combine Governors' recommended savings with the two baseline recalculations made by CBO within the
last 18 months. Medicaid savings have already contributed $125 billion in deficit reduction, exceeding the
targets set forth by Congress and the administration at the end of last year's Medicaid debate.
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The Governors therefore would not support the President's proposal to produce $22 billion in gross
Medicaid savings by 2002, nor would we support packages calling for even higher levels of Medicaid
savings we have heard discussed by many in Congress. As we have said before, savings of that magnitude
cannot be achieved without adversely affecting those who rely on Medicaid for their health care needs.
Recommended Saving. Strategy
With an expectation of additional achievable savings in the range of $8 billion to add to the $86 billion in
savings already realized, the question of primary importance becomes what policy choices will be needed
to achieve these savings.
The Governors adamantly oppose a cap on federal Medicaid spending in any form. Any unilateral cap on
the Medicaid program will shift costs to state and local governments that they simply cannot afford. Once
the federal spending obligation is fulfilled. all additional costs will be passed on to the states. The
proposed per capita caps will help the federal government balance the budget on the backs of the states.
The Governors' opposition to Medicaid caps extends to the per capita cap proposals set forth both in the
President's budget package and in the budget developed by the Blue Dog Coalition. We oppose these per
capita caps for a number of reasns.
First, the caps are unworkable. There would need to be four separate caps on different eligibility
categories for each of the fifty states. This means 200 separate caps, which would have to be monitored by
state agencies and audited and enforced by a new bureaucracy in the Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA).
Second, caps could result in states becoming solely responsible for unexpected program costs, such as a
loss in a lawsuit on reimbursement rates or the development of expensive new therapies that drive up
treatment costs beyond the federally allowable rate.
Third, the cost shift resulting from a unilateral federal cap would present states with a number of bad
alternatives. 'States essentially would have to choose between cutting back on payment rates to providers.
eliminating optional benefits provided to recipients, ending coverage for optional beneficiaries, or coming
up with additional state funds to absorb 100 percent of the cost of services.
It seems unnecessary to us to undertake such a disruptive and fundamental transformation of a program on
which the federal government will spend half a trillion dollars over the next five years in order to achieve
the $8 billion in additional savings we consider reasonable. If we consider the President's budget package,
his expectations for savings attributable to a per capita cap are even smaller. Although his package
includes S22 billion in gross Medicaid savings, only $7 bilY on of that tota comes from the program cap.
The President's package also includes $15 billion in s.ivings from the disproportionate share hospital
(DSH) program. Because Governors consider $8 billion to be a reasonable savings target, we oppose the
magnitude of the DSH cuts included in the President's budget. We also strongly believe that DSH funds
must continue to be distributed through states, not directly to providers, to ensure that the program
effectively complements other federal and state sources of health care funding. Maintaining the state role
in distribution will ensure tt DSH is .,o,. 'dinated with the state's overall health systems' infrastructure.
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The Governors a -e convinced that there are better ways to achieve an additional $8 billion in Medicaid
savings by 2002, -ind INGA's Medicaid Task Force has developed an alternative. Our strategy sets forth a
number of policy options that, when combined, will produce significant savings. We believe those savings
will be scorable aI $8 billion through 2002, and upon implementation will likely yield additional savings.
The savings in our alternative strategy stem from a series of policy changes that would assist states in their
continued transformation toward value purchasing.
In some combination, the reform suggestions we believe Corngress and the administration should consider
would eliminate the need to institute any unilateral cap on beneficiary spending. We can group these
suggested reforms into three broad categories - reforms related to managed care, reforms tied to
reimbursement policy, and other program reforms.
MAaazed care reforms
Managed care. Repeal of the waiver requirement for mandatory managed care will facilitate
L.
further development of the Medicaid managed care market. As Medicaid markets mature, competition
between managed care entities will enable states to negotiate even more favorable rates. With the
development of models to accommodate special population needs. Medicaid managed care will
increasingly penetrate the more complicated and costly segments of the caseload -- the elderly and
disabled.
States have already achieved significant savings through Medicaid managed care. For example, Michigan
will save $120 million in Medicaid costs through managed'care in 1998, about 2.5 percent of the state's
total program budget. Missouri's managed care program will have saved $50 million through 1997
compared to fee for service costs.
Managed care does not simply produce a one-time savings bonus for states. Between 1990 and 1996,
Wisconsin has saved more than $100 m-illion as a result of managed care. Through competitive bidding,
Florida's newest round of managed care contracts include capitation rates between 87 percent and 92
percent of fee for service rates. Previous contracts included rates at 95 percent of fee for service rates.
Managed care for the dually eligible. The dually eligible population, which currently is 6 million
2.
people, would be enrolled in managed care, creating a more streamlined, cost-effective system of health
care delivery for those elderly and disabled individuals who receive a complete, but uncoordinated.
package of benefits from both Medicaid and Medicare. Managed care would produce savings for both
programs while creating a more user-friendly health care experience for recipients.
Utah has conducted a voluntary managed care program for the dually eligible, operating within existing
federal limitations, and has seen a reduction in costs for services of approximately 10 percent for the
population enrolled in managed care. Minnesota's managed care program for the dually eligible has
produced a 5 percent reduction compared with fee for service costs.
We would like to submit for the record an NGA staff working paper that begins to explore issues related t,)
the connections between the Medicaid and Medicare programs, including dual eligibility, and the
implications of those connections for the states.
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Proviider selectivity. To clarify that there is no defacto entitlement for providers to participate in
3.
the Medicaid program in the fee for service environment, HCFA should support states in their efforts to
contract with a limited number of facilities so they can negotiate better rats. -For example, Medicaid
recipients could be directed to two ou: of four hospitals in a city for services, or to a particular source to
have prescriptions filled. Texas and Washington each have achieved 2 percent savings in their hospital
reimbursement rates through selective contracting.
Reimbursement Rolicv reforms
Reimbursement rates for Qua)ifled Medicare Beneficiaries (QMBs) and the dually eligible. Recent
4.
judicial interpretations have begun to force states to reimburse providers at Medicare rates for services
provided to these populations. Medicaid rates, 'which are on average significantly lower than Medicare
rates, should be sufficient to discharge state obligations until the federal government assumes full
responsibility for the cost-sharing obligations associated with QMBs and until a more integrated system is
developed to serve the dually eligible.
Michigan estimates that permitting the state to limit reimbursement rates to Medicaid levels for these
populations would save $85 million per year in Michigan alone. Florida had to include $87 million in its
1997-1998 budget following a suit requiring the state to use Medicare rather than Medicaid reimbursement
rates. Alabarra has seen its costs increase approximately $50 million per year following its loss in the
defining case on this issue, Haynes Ambulance Service, Inc., et al. v. Stote ofAlabama. et al.
Boren repeal. The states and HCFA agree that reimbursement rates for institutional care will be
5.
significantly moderated when the Boren amendment is repealed. The American Public Welfare
Association has developed a model projecting federal savings through Boren repeal ranging from a
conservative estimate of $6 billion to as much as $8 billion over four years in nursing facility costs and
additional savings ranging from a low of $4 billion to $10 billion in hospital costs. The Governors would
welcome the opportunity to work with Congress and the Administration to fully explore the cost saving
potential of repealing the Boren Amendment.
Cost based reimbursement. Policies that require states to reimburse providers such as federally
6.
qualified health clinics (FQHCs) at rates that do not reflect states' positions as dominant purchasers in the
health care marketplace should be repealed. Wisconsin will save $5 million annually through the repeal of
FQHC provider protections.
Similarly, Boren-like language that has exposed states to lawsuits driving up rates for services including
outpatient and home health care should be repealed. California's recent loss of a case on outpatient care
rates will cost the state hundreds of millions per year. Ohio currently faces a cost-based reimbursement
lawsuit for home health services that could cost the state between $100 million and $130 million,
essentially doubling home health reimbursement rates.
Other em
Cost sharing. Significant Medicaid savings could be realized through a number of cost sharing
7.
models. For example. if every Medicaid recipient were responsible for a sliding scale premium that
averages $5 monthly, more than $2 billion in Medicaid savings would be generated annually, contributing
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significantly to efforts to avoid a per capita cap in spending. An even more fundamental reexamination of
family cost-sharing obligations for children with disabili"Is living at home or institutions would yield
additional savings.
Oregon has implemented a sliding scale premium for new enrollees in the Oregon Health Plan. with
premiums ranging from $6 to $28 per month. Between December 1995 and January 1997, Oregon has
collected more than $7 million in premiums from its expanded eligibility group of approximately 75.000
households.
EPSDT'. Governors, Congress and the Administration should work together to assess the
8.
difference in cost between EPSDT and an actuarially based package of benefits comparable to those
offered by Medicaid's package of mandatory and optional benefits.
9.
-Fraud and abuse. Aggressive new state-based strategies to prevent Medicaid fraud should be
expanded nationwide as needed. For example, a Florida fraud reduction initiative that includes a provision
requiring durable medical equipment suppliers to purchase surety bonds has produced savings between I
percent and 2 percent of the state's total Medicaid budget, Florida's nonpartisan budget scoring entity
predicts additional savings from fraud reduction of $81 million in 1998 and $111 million in 1999.
We would like to submit for the record a more detailed listing of these proposals, including the specific
legislative barriers that currently prevent implementation.
Some of these options were included in President Clinton's budget package, and the Governors gratefully
acknowledge the President's support of important state flexibility priorities, including elimination of the
need for 1915(B) waivers to enroll recipients in managed care; elimination of the need for waivers to
provide recipients with home- and community-based supports as alternatives 'to instit -utional care; repe-al-of
the Baren-Amendmhent; -repeal oif the 75-25 rule; ad repeal oftecsbadrimueenrqieet
for FQHCs. When considered separately from the per capita cap, we are confident that CBO will
recognize the savings potential of these recommended reforms.
The Governors would welcome the opportunity to work with Congress and the administration to further
explore any of the recommendations we have set forth regarding cost savings. We also would be happy to
provide you with any additional information you may require.
Although program financing and cost savings have dominated the Medicaid reform discussion so far this
year. the Governors are also very interested in other reform initiatives that could impact the Medicaid
program. We expect that issues related to children's health and managed care quality will also be at the top
of congressional priority lists during the next few months, and we would like to briefly share with you
some of our ideas concerning these important topics.
Chilren's Health
Like Congress and the administration, the Governors agree that health care is essential to the well-being of
children. in fact, states have been leaders in making insurance coverage available to millions of children.
There are 18.7 million children below age eighteen who are covered today by Medicaid. Thirty-nine states
already have extended Medicaid eligibility beyond federally mandated levels.
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Other states are in the process of implementing major expansions for children's coverage. In recent weeks,
Governor David M. Beasley of South Carolina has announced a Medicaid -xpansion that will extend
coverage to 50.000 children. Governor George V. Voinovich of Ohio has inclt'ded in his budget a plan to
cover 96.000 additional kids. Arizona, Arkansas, Florida. Massachusetts, New Jersey, North Carolina.
Utah, and Wisconsin also plan eligibility expansions for-children. Medicaid savings levels in the range of
those included in the President's budget, the Blue Dog Coalition plan, and the even higher levels discussed
by others in Congress will jeopardize these and other state expansions of Medicaid eligibility.
States are also experimenting with approaches outside of the traditional Medicaid framework to extend
health care coverage to more children. For example, Florida's Healthy Kids program seeks to give children
access to health care through a school enrollment-based program. Governor Lawton Chiles plans to extend
the Healthy Kids program to an additional 60,000 children this year. New York's Child Health Insurance
Program makes health coverage available to children below age nineteen who would not otherwise have
access to health insurance. These experiments, and others underway in Minnesota and Pennsylvania,
typically rely on state funds and family contributions.
We understand that during the next few mnths, Congress and the administration will likely cn' sider a
number of different approaches to extending health insurance coverage to children who are currently
uninsured. The Governors are in the process of reviewing the various children's health proposals that have
been set forth thus far. We can share with you some preliminary thoughts.
First, we believe it is critical that any new federal initiative be designed to complement, not jeopardize, the
array of children's health activities underway in the states.
Second, new programs should not create an opportunity for shifting private sector insurance costs to the
public sector.
Third, the Governors would oppose any mandated Medicaid eligibility expansion.
The Governors are particularly interested in issues surrounding the population of children currently eligible
for Medicaid but not enrolled in the program. We understand that the General Accounting Office (GAO)
estimates that 2.9 million children fall into this category.
We would appreciate any assistance GAO could provide in helping states learn more about this population.
The Governors strongly agre that children entitled to Medicaid benefits should receive those benefits. In
order to make that happen, we need to know more specifically who is not receiving coverage, where they
live, and how old they are.
The Governors are ready to do more where more is needed, but we must keep in mind that the process of
successfully enrolling this group of children in Medicaid is more difficult than it may appear initially for a
number of reasons. First, some of these children may not need Medicaid. They may already have health
insurance coverage through a noncustodial parent. Second, states like Vermont with extensive experience
in children's health issues have found that some familes avoid association with Medicaid because of a
perceived stigma. Finally, as Medicaid will be instantly available to these children should a need arise,
their families may not feel compelled to enroll before they encounter a particular need for services.
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States already have in place a broad array of outreach strategies designed to promote Medicaid enrc 'Iment.
Those strategies include simplifying eligibility processes, promoting aggressive public aw reness
campaigns, locating enrollment centers out in communities. and using a single application form for a
number of assistance programs, just to name a few examples of effective outreach program. We would
like to subnit for the record an initial compilation of state outreach activities prepared by the National
Governors' Association.
If we had a more concrete sense of who is not being captured by existing outreach efforts, more targeted
strategies could be put in place. For example, an outreach campaign targeted at school-age children would
be designed differently than one aimed at infants and toddlers.
Managed Care and Quality
Given their history of leadership on this issue, the Governors also have been following with interest the
emerging debate surrounding quality in the Medicaid managed care environment. Through their
contracting practices, Medicaid programs already prioritize quality protections, and managed care has been
an effective mans of delivering quality health care services in the states. In some states, Medicaid
managed care has been the most effective means of delivering quality health care to recipients. Like you,
we are committed to ensuring that all Medicaid recipients receive high-quality he'tlth care.
The Governors believe that this goal can be accomplished most effectively through a broad-based agenda
focused on monitoring quality and evaluating improvement, rather than through a series of procedurespeciflo requirements. This approach builds in the flexibility to address medical innovations and to take
advantage of the continuous evolution of more sensitive and sophisticated quality measures.
NGA's Medicaid Task Force has begun preliminary discussions about what would be included in a quality
package, and the Health Care Financing Admidnistration has expressed strong interest in the approach we
are developing.
As envisioned by the NGA Medicaid Task Force, states would develop quality assurance plans. which
could include a number of elements, such as a grievance process. a comparative report card of health plan
performance, deemdig of NCQA accreditation standards, and HEDIS reporting requirements States could
establish benchmarks tied to measuring future quality performance. A number of indicators could be
monitored and assessed annually by states, including consumer satisfaction, immunization rates, and
numbers of low-birthweight babies, to nam just a few from dozens of possibilities.
These plans would be submitted to HCFA, and updates would be provided annually. The states would
monitor the results achieved by health plans in meeting the goals established for them, and this
performance would be considered by the state when deciding whether to continue the contractual
relationship between the health plan and the Medicaid program.
Quality monitoring would continue to be an important part of a state's role as a value purchaser of health
services. A critical component of efforts to promote quality would involve the development of a more
informed consumer base. Our goal would be to help Medicaid recipients make good choices for
themselves while creating mechanisms to ensure that problems get resolved quickly and successfully.

-care

We would welcome the opportunity to work with Congress as managed care quality issues are debated.
We are hopeful that the quality assurance partnership we envision between the states, managed care
organizations, and consumers could become a model worthy of replication.
We thank you for your interest in the Governors' perspective on Medicaid reform. As the reform process
moves forward, this committee will consider a range of issues of the utmost importance to states. Please
view us as a resource. WVewill be happy to provide you with additional information on any of the issues
outlined in our testimony. We appreciate your consideration of our ideas and concerns, and we would be
happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Cost Saving Strategies as Alternatives
to Any Medicaid Cap
March 1997
Background. In the late 1980s and early 1990s. Medicaid spending was increasing at average
annual rates of more than 20 percent. These growth rates were unsustainable. Medicaid costs
were making it difficult to fund investments in other important state priorities. To address
financial pressures and to develop a more quality-oriented system, Governors began to transform
state Medicaid systems - moving states from their historical role as claims processors and bill
payers to the more sophisticated role of value purchasers of quality health care services.
This transformation is producing results. Covemors have been able to significantly restrain
spending despite limited flexibility in the program. Medicaid spending has grown at an average
rate of less than 4 percent over the last two years. In February 1997, the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) lowered its baseline projections of future growth in Medicaid spending by almost
$86 billion. reflecting the successes states have achieved in controlling costs. This $86 billion
makes a significant contribution toward efforts to balance the federal budget, and follows a
similar CBO revision in December 1995 that produced $31 billion in Medicaid savings.
Last year, Congress initially considered Medicaid reform proposals producing $185 billion in
Medicaid savings over seven years. By the end of the debate. Congress supported a package
including Medicaid savings of $85 billion. Throughout last year's reform discussions, the
President supported a reform package that would have achieved $54 billion in Medicaid savings.
With the savings already produced and recognized by CBO. Medicaid's contribution of $86
billion toward deficit reduction this year is well within the parameters of last year's debate. In
fact, when the two baseline recalculations made by CBO within the last eighteen months are
combined, Medicaid savings have already contributed $117 billion in deficit reduction,
exceeding the targets set forth by both Congress and the administration at the end of last year's
Medicaid debate.

Recommended Savings Level. Given this contribution. Governors believe that additional
Medicaid savings included in any deficit reduction package developed by Congress and the
administration should be kept to a minimum. With state program transformations reflected in the
new CBO baseline, there is less room in the program from which to squeeze additional savings
without having a detrimental effect on the number of people served by Medicaid or the range of
benefits they receive.
However, the Governors, do believe Phat limited new Medicaid savings are possible, in addition
to the $86 billion already achieved. The same pursuit of administrative simplification.
innovation, and good management that produced the extraordinary low Medicaid growth rate% oli
recent years will continue to restrain unnecessary program spending.

We believe that with the additional lexibility outlined below, states can produce $8 billion in
scorable Medicaid savings between now and 2002. As has been the case in the past, although the
scorable savings may be in the range of $8 billion, states' ability to actually achieve savings
could exceed CBO's expectations given this enhanced flexibility. Governors would not support
a savings target and policy changes based purely on the budgetary process. Instead, the
flexibility provided through programmatic reforms should determine the level of savings
targeted.

Recommended Savings Strategy. The Governors adamantly oppose acap on federal Medicaid
spending in any form. It seems to us particularly unnecessary to experiment with a fundamental
transformation of a program on which the federal government will spend half a trillion dollars
over the next five years in order to achieve the $8 billion in additional savings that the Governors
consider reasonable.
Unilateral caps in federal Medicaid spending will result in cost shifts to states. The federal
budget must not be balanced at the expense of the states. Under a cap, once the federal spending
obligation is fulfilled, states would have to choose between cutting back on payment rates to
providers, eliminating optional benefits provided to recipients, ending coverage for optional
beneficiaries, or coming up with additional state funds to absorb 100 percent of the cost of
services.
The Governors believe that there are better way to achieve an additional $8 billion in Medicaid
savings by 2002. The Medicaid Task Force of the National Governors' Association has
developed an alternative strategy to realize these savings. The Governors would welcome the
opportunity to work with Congress and the administration to explore a number of options that,
when combined, would produce significant budgetary savings.
The following reform possibilities provide Congress and the administration with concrete
alternatives to program caps. Federal legislative or administrative action would be necessary for
the changes set forth below to be implemented. The specific barriers that currently prohibit state
implementation are identified in bold following each description.
Managed care reforms
Managed care. Repeal of the waiver requirement for mandatory managed care will
I.
facilitate further development of the Medicaid managed care market. As the Medicaid markets
matur, competition between managed care entities will enable states to negotiate more favorable
rates. - 1902(a)(23)
Savings attributable to managed care should be calculated using three separate assumptions.
First, that managed care enrollment is mandatory. Second, that mandatory enrollment would be
triggered if voluntary enrollment does not reach a targeted level. Third, that managed care
enrollment is voluntary.
States have already achieved significant savings through Medicaid managed care. For example.
Michigan will save $120 million in Medicaid costs through managed care in 1998, about 2.5
percent of the state's total program budget. Missouri's managed care program will have saved
$50 million through 1997, compared with fee-for-service costs.
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Managed care does not simply produce a one-time say ngs bonus for states. Between 1990 and
1996, Wisconsin has saved more than $100 million as Itresult of managed care. Through
competitive bidding, Florida's newest round of managed care contracts include capitation rates
between 87 percent and 92 percent of fee-for-service rates. Previous contracts included rates at
95 percent of fee for service rates.
With the development of models to accommodate special population needs. Medicaid managed
care will increasingly penetrate the more complicated and costly segments of the caseload-the
elderly and disabled.
2.
Managed carefor the dually eligible. The dually eligible population, which is currently
6 million people, would be enrolled in managed care, creating a more streamlined, cost-effective
system of health care delivery for those elderly and disabled individuals who receive a complete,
but uncoordinated, package of benefits from both Medicaid and Medicare. Managed care will
produce savings for both programs, while creating a more user-friendly health care experience
for recipients. -- 1902 (a)(23) and 1802
As above, savings attributable to enrolling the dually eligible in managed care-should be
calculated using three separate assumptions. First, that managed care enrollment is mandatory.
Second, that mandatory enrollment would be triggered if voluntary enrollment does not reach a
targeted level. Third, that managed care enrollment is voluntary.
Utah has conducted a voluntary managed care program for the dually eligible, operating within
existing federal limitations, and has seen a reduction in costs for services of approximately 10
percent for the population enrolled in managed care. Minnesota's managed care program for the
dually eligible has produced a 5 percent reduction, compared with fee-for-service costs.
Provider selectivity. To clarify that there is no defacto entitlement for providers to
3.
participate in the Medicaid program in the fee-for-service environment, the Health Care
Financing Administration should support states in their efforts to contract with a limited number
of facilities so they can negotiate better rates. For example, Medicaid recipients in a city could
be directed to two out of four hospitals for services, or to a particular source to have
prescriptions filled. Texas and Washington each have achieved 2 Iercent savings in their
hospital reimbursement rates through selective contracting. -- 1902(a)(23)
Reimbursment 2olicy. reforms
4. Reimbursement rolesfor Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries (QMBs) and the dually eligible.
Recent judicial interpretations have begun to force states to reimburse providers at Medicare
rates for services provided to these populations. Medicaid rates, which are on average
significantly lower than Medicare rates, should be sufficient to discharge state obligations until
the federal government assumes full responsibility for the cost-sharing obligations associated
with QMBs and until a more integrated system is developed to serve the dually eligible.
Michigan estimates that permitting the state to limit reimbursement rates to Medicaid levels for
these populations would save $85 million per year in Michigan alone. Florida had to include S87
million in its 1997-1998 budget following a suit requiring the state to use Medicare rather than
Medicaid reimbursement rates. Alabama has seen Its costs increase approximately $50 million

per year following its loss in the defining case on this issue, Haynes Am Sulance Service, Inc., et
al v. State ofA&Lbama, e: al. - For a definition of Medicare cout-shalng, see 1905(pX3).
5.
Boren repeal. States and HCFA agree that reimbursement rates for institutional care will
be significantly moderated when the Boren amendment is repealed. The American Public
Welfare Association has developed a model projecting federal savings through Boren repeal
ranging from a conservative estimate of $6 billion to as much as $8 billion over four years in
nursing facility costs, and additional savings ranging between $4 billion and $10 billion in
hospital costs. -- 1902(aX(13XA)
Cost based reimbursement. Policies that require states to reimburse providers such as
6.
federally qualified health clinics (FQHCs) at rates that do not reflect states' positions as
dominant purchasers in the health care marketplace should be repealed. Wisconsin will save S5
million annually through the repeal of FQHC provider protections.
Similarly, Boren-like language that has exposed states to lawsuits driving up rates for services
including outpatient and home health care should be repealed. California's recent loss of a case
on outpatient care rates will cost the state hundreds of millions per year. Ohio currently faces a
cost-based reimbursement lawsuit for home health services that could cost the state between
$100 million and $130 million, essentially doubling home health reimbursement rates.
1902(a)X3OXA) and 1902 (aX(13XE)
Other rforms
7. Cost sharing. Significant Medicaid savings could be realized through a number of cost
sharing models. For example, if every Medicaid recipient were responsible for a sliding scale
premium that averages $5 monthly, more than $2 billion in Medicaid savings would be generatd
annually, contributing significantly to efforts to avoid any cap in spending. An even more
fundamental reexamination of family cost-sharing obligations for children with disabilities living
at home or institutions would yield additional savings.
Oregon has implemented a sliding scale premium for new enrollees in the Oregon Health Plan.
with premiums ranging from S6 to $28 per month. Between December 1995 and January 1997.
Oregon has collected more than $7 million in premiums from its expanded eligibility group of
approximately 75,000 households. -- 1916
Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis,and Treatment (EPSDT). The Governors,
8.
Congress, and the administration should work together to assess the difference in cost between
EPSDT and an actuarially based package of benefits comparable with those offered by
Medicaid's package of mandatory and optional benefits. -- 1905(r), especially 1905(r)(5)
Fraudand abuse. Aggressive new state-based strategies to prevent Medicaid fraud
9.
should be expanded nationwide as needed. For example, a Florida fraud reduction initiative thi
includes a provision requiring durable medical equipment suppliers to purchase surety bonds h~ao
produced savings of between I percent and 2 percent of the state's total Medicaid budget.
Florida's nonpartisan budget scoring entity predicts additional savings from fraud reduction ol
$8 1 million in 1998 and $111Imillion in 1999. There is an administrative concern regardinit

whether states have adequate authority to poee without additional clarification from
HCFA.
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PROBLEMS -WITH IHE -1" IN EPSD)T

EPSDT stands for Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment, The interpretation of the
"reatment" component of EPSDT has caused and will continue to cause fInding problems for
Utah Medicaid, as well as other states. This problem is illustrated by the following examples.
OBRA 90 required the states to extend Medicaid payment for any service to a child that would
treat or ameliorate a defect or condition identified by an EPSDT examination. Ths service
coverage is available to children even if the services are not included in the State's Plan. The
problems with EPSDT breakdown into two major categories. First, we have seen courts interpret
EPSDT provisions in combination with other parts of Medicaid law thereby requiring coverage
of new services for adults. The second area of concern is an increasing pressure to cover
services which may not be medical in nature, thus expanding the scope of Medicaid beyond what
many states believe to be the programs purpose.
An example of the firs problems is illustrated by what nappened in Utah with transplants.
In 1996, our Medicaid policy of providing most tranplant coverage only to children based on the
EPSDT provision was legally challenged by an individual who was not EPSDT eligible, The
judge disagreed with the argument tha Congress, through OBRA. allowed children to have a
broader scope of services not otherwise available to adults. The judge reasoned that, since
transplants are totally optional services if the services are provided by the State, they must be
provided to all those who are "similarly situated", regardless of age. There have been other,
inconsistent rulings by two other US district courts. Obviously, this issue needs more
clarification. This ruling resulted in the need to add about 5 million in total dollars (state and
federal) to Utah's Medicaid budget
The second problem relaies to medical services, equipment and assistive devices. HCFA's
position is tha in order to have a service or piece of equipment paid for by Medicaid, it must be
meiaI cg
and covered under 1905(a) of the Social Security Act Further, HCFA
maintains that all services and equipment must be primarily medical in nature. Finally, HCFA
also maintains that the state is respnsible for determining medical necessity and whether or not a
service or devic, is primarily medical in nature. Therefore, while one may assume that swing
sets, tricycles and some other such assistive devices are not benefits of the Medicaid program,
under certain interpretations of the law, they may be.
HCFA has stated that under the rehabilitation benefit, under other habilitative benefits, or under a
home and community based waiver, computers.-computer software, exercise equipment,
including exercise bikes therapeutic toys, swings set, tricycles and other assistance devices are
coverable benefits when determined to be medically necessary. Therefore, service or equipment
must be provided to EPSDT beneficiaries when medically necessary. Again, HCFA stresses that,
"it is the State's responsibility. to determine medical necessity."
Not only does this create enormous pressure on the states by advocacy groups to a approve such
services and devices, but the courts, in a continuing pattern, have told the states what is
necessary". With increasing regularity, the courts have also overturned the state's
determinations. and replaced them with their own determinations of mdical necessity.
medically
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Executive Summary

Medicare reform isone of the most important issues facing the 105th Congress. To prevent cost shifting and to take advantage of an opportunity to rationalize an inefficient System of care, it is critical that Medicare reform not be undertaken in a vacuum. The
long-term needs of Medicaid and Medicare must be considered jointly, because the two
programs are fundamentally interrelated--demographically, categorically, program matically, and financially.
Most basically,-the programs are linked through the populations they serve. Currently,
6 million people are classified as dually eligible. They receive a full package of benefits
from both Medicaid and Medicare. For low-income senior citizens and people with disabilities, Medicaid has evolved to provide a package of wrap-around benefits to complement Medicare services. Medicaid is the primary payer for long-term care.
Given the close connections between Medicaid and Medicare, decisions made in one program can have asignificant cost impact on the other program. Medicaid is responsible for
meeting the cost-sharing obligations of the dually eligible, Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries, and Specified Low-income Medicare Beneficiaries. Both Medicaid and Medicare will
face enormous financial pressures as the baby-boom generation begins to retire, because
increased caseloads will lead to increased costs.
Managing the complicated hetwork of program interrelationships is important because it
provides an opportunity to promote quality, develop a more seamless system of care for
recipients, and reduce costs. Effective management has proved difficult for a number of
reasons, however, including the involvement of two levels of government that provide services and the existence of federal barriers that impede effective program coordination.
State flexibility to experiment with managed care models for the dually eligible has been
restricted by the lack of dlear statutory authority.

EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

Reforming Medicare without considering the impact of t! ose changes on Medicaid places
Medicaid at great risk of cost shifting. Such an approach would also miss an important
opportunity to strengthen both programs, systemically and financially, in preparation for
the aging of the baby boomers.

Only through the creation of a more rational, cost-effective continuum of care for the
elderly and the disabled will the two programs be able to accommodate the impending
caseload explosion. A number of reform strategies should be considered to begin to prepare the programs for the future, ranging from broad-based systems integration efforts to
more narrowly framed management efficiency actions. The Governors invite Congress,
the administration, and other interested parties to work together to address jointly the
long-term needs of Medicaid and Medicare.
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Introduction

One of the most important issues facing the 105th Congress is the long-term financial stability of the Medicare trust fund. Without congressional intervention, Medicare's hospital
trust fund will be depleted by 200!1. In addition, an even more fundamental overhaul of
Medicare financing will be needed. to prepaIre for the retirement of the baby-boom generation, which will begin to impact Medicare in 2010. Regardless of whether Congress and
the White House decide to address the need for Medicare reform directly, or indirectly
through acommission, decisions must be made now to effectively prepare and protect
Medicare for the future.

Medic-are reform cannot be undertaken in a vacuum, however. Medicare is one crucial link
in the continuum of services provided to senior citizens. Social Security is another. These
two programs have long been

at

the forefront of the public debate on, and interest in,

preparing for the fundamental demographic shift accompanying the aging of the baby
boomers. Yet there isa third vital component of this system of support for senior citizens.
Despite its common perception as awelfare program for young, low-income families,
Medicaid also provides long-term care services to millions of senior citizens.

Given this vital role, Medicaid must be included in aity discussions -related io the future of
Medicare. The two are fundamTentally interrelated demographically, categorically, programmatically and financially. The demographic pressures that will cause Medicare enrollment to explode as baby boomers retire will also result in enormous increases in Medicaid
caseloads. To make changes to Medicare to protect its financial viability without considering the impact of those changes on Medicaid exposes Medicaid to the risk of cost shifting
from one program to the other. Even more important, to exclude Medicaid from reform
discussions would amount to areal missed opportunity to create a more rational, costeffective, anti high-quality continuum of care. From the state perspective, the long-term
needs of Medicaid and Medicare must be addressed together.

INTRODUCTION

Background

Dem"Ograhs
Much attention has been paid in policymaking
communities and in die media to the tremendous costs that will be incurred by Medicare as
the baby boomers reach retirement age.
Undoubtedly the costs will be enormous, and
thoughtful and early planning isneeded to
prepare successully for the financial pressures
Medicare will begin to face in 2010. Medicare
currently covers 38 million beneficiaries. By
2030. when the last of the baby boomers
retire, it is estimated that 78 million Amnencais will be on Medicare (Figure 1). Today,
there are three working tapayers for every one
Medicare recipient. By 2030 the ratio will be
reduced to two to one. Clearly, fundamental
financial reforms will have to be enacted to
support this caseload explosion, extending far
beyond the short-term cost Savings measures
needed immediately to shore up the hospital
trust fund.
just as Medicare will face tremendous new
financial pressures, so too will Medicaid. The
timing of the demographic impmc on the two
programs will vary. Medicare caseloads will be
impacted as soon as the baby boomers begin to
retire in 2010. The Medicaid impact will be
felt most dramatically several years later, when
Fiffe 1: Umow o 00Mmauiul.

the baby boomers reach the ages at which
nursing home care becomes more prevalent.
Today, 16 percent of dhe Medicare caseload is
classified as dually eligible. If that percentage
remains constant, by 2030 more than 12 million individuals will be dually eligible for
Medicare and Medicaid (seeFigure 2). Currently. the aged, blind, and disabled comprise
roughly one quarter of the Medicaid caseload
and account for roughly three quarters of program costs (seeFigure 3). As baby boomers
age. that portion of the Medicaid caseload
that isalready die most expensive will grow
significantly larger, both in absolute numbers
and assapercentage of the overall Medicaid
caseload.

Cat"Orilnl Ourlap
DuaPlEkg fbi.
The most direct connection between the
Medicare and Medicaid programs comes
through the duall eligible population. This
population consists of individuals who qualify
for both Medicare and Medicaid. They are
generally poor and either disabled or above
age sixty-five. The dually eligible generally
receive a full package of benefits from each
program, and Medicaid covers recipients'
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Medicare cost-sharing obligations. Currently,
more than 6 million people areclassified as
dually eligible (see Figure 4).
and the District of Columbia
Fiftn suame
have taken advantage of an option set forch in
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1986 that expands &ls-range of dually eligible
individuals by peirnitting states to extend full
Medicaid coverage to the elderly and disabled
with incomes up to 100 percent of the federal
poverty level. In these stages. in addition to
receiving Medicaid coverage for their
Medicare cost-sharing obligations, these
populations receive a full package of Medicaid
benefits.

Qua/mfed Medicare Beneficiaries and Specifi '
Low-Income Medicare Benelicaries
Medicaid and Medicare also are linked
through Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries
(QMBs) and Specified Low-Income Medicare
Benefiiries (SLMBs). QMBs are individuals
who are not dually eligible but have incomes
below the poverty level and resources below
twice the resource standard set by the Supplemental Securicy Income program. SLMBs
have incomes between 100 percent and
120 percent of poveny and meet the same
resource standard applied to the QMB population. Approximately 500,000 individuals
are clasified asQMBs or SLMBs.
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As with the dually eligible, Medicaid is
responsible for helping QMBs and SLMBs
meet their cost-sharing obligations under the
Medicare program. The QMB requirement
was set forth in dhe Medicare Catastrophic
Cost Act of 1988. When this legislation was
passed. it was expected that QMB coverage
would be financed through the savings states
would realize as a result of expanding
Medicare coverage for nursing home services
and prescription drugs. which would free up
Medicaid funds. When the Medicare expansions in the catastrophic act were repealed in
1989, the QMB mandate was maintained. In
Fact, the mandate was expanded through the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
to include SLMBs. Although none of die
promised savings were realized, Medicaid costsharing obligations were increased. For
QMBs. Medicaid pays Medicare Part A premiums when required. as well as Part B premiums, and copayments and deductible costs
incurred when services are provided. For
SLMBs, Medicaid is responsible only for premium costs.
The dually Eligible. QMB. and SLMB popularepresent categorical connections
between Medicaid and Medicare. The health
care experiences of more than 6 million peopl

-tions
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depend on the effective interaction of the two
programs.-

Programaus Oweilp
Benefit Pa cages
Beyond theme categorical connections, Medicaid and Medicare provide packages of benefits
that taken together amount to a comprehensive system of care for the dually eligible.
However, the distinctions between the services
covered by Medicaid and those covered by
if an
Medicare are complicated. In every Case,
individual isdually eligible for Medicare and
Medicaid, Medicare isthe primary payer for
those services covered through both programs.
Medicare was not designed to be a long-term
care program. It was established to provide
senior citizens with insurance coverage for
hospitalization and physician services. Medicaid has evolved so that it now fills the gaps in
Medicare coverage for low-income senior citizens and certain people with disabilities. Medicaid pays for many of the services Medicare
does not cover, including most nursing home
care, prescription drugs. and extended home
care.
For example, Medicare will cover 100 days of
nursing home care per episode of illness, but
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only following hospicalization and only as
long as skilled services such as therapy are
being provided. Once these skilled services are
not needed. Medicare coverage ends, even if
the individual has been in a nursing home
fewer than 100 days. For low-income senior
citizens, once Medicare nursing home coverage ends, Medicaid assumes payment responsibilicy for all nursing home costs. Medicaid
now pays for more than 70 percent of all
patient days in nursing homes nationwide.
rayments to nursing facilities consume
25 percent of all Medicaid spending (see
Figure 5).
Medicare's basic benefit package does not
include prescription drug coverage, though
some Medicare health maintenance organizations (HMOs) offer prescription coverage to
encourage enrollment. Mare commonly, many
senior citizens who can afford to do so purchase Med igap insurance policies to obtain
this important benefit. For low-income senior
citizens and individuals with disabilities, prescription drug coverage isprovided through

Medicaid. Prescription drugs are an optional
Medicaid benefit, and every stare takes advancage of the option. Prescription drug coverage
is Medicaid's third largest spending category.
following hospital and nursing facility costs.
Through nursing home care and prescription
drug benefits, Medicaid fis two of the largest
gaps in Medicare coverage. Yet there are other
even more complicated distinctions between
services covered by Medicare and those covered by Medicaid. Home and communitybased care services are a good example of this
complicated relationship. Medicare reimburses
for some home health services for people who
are confined to the home; under the care of a
physician: in need of skilld nursing services
on a part-time or intermittent basis; or in
need of physical, speech, or occupational therapy. These Medicare reimbursable services are
medical in nature and can include nursing
care. therapy, home health aides, and durable
medical equipment. In 1995 Medicare spent
$16 billion on home care.

BACKGROUNDS

Mararid also provides home and community,
based :ar: to low-income senior citizens and
disabLd people. Home health, private duty
nurse, and personal care are all optional Medicaid services, and a separate home and conmmunity-besed care waiver program is available
at state option to people who would otherwise
have to be institutionalized. Unlike Medicare,
Medicaid can be used to fund nonmedical services needed to help individuals remain in the
community. These services can include case
management. housekeeping assistance, minor
home modifications. and respite care. In 1995
Medicaid spent $9.5 billion on home health
benefits. The complicated overlap of covered
services and payment responsibilities between
the two programs makes this benefit difficult
to manage and administer.

Impact on Stas
These complicated distinctions between services reimbursed through Medicare and those
reimbursed through Medicaid place administrative burdens on scare programs because they
are forced to monitor which services are covered by what program. Both Medicaid and
Medicare must maintain extensive billing processing systems to carefully monitor reimbursements to ensure that the correct program
ispaying for the services an individual
receives. More fundamentally. the inefficiencies and redundancies of the status quo make
it impossible for either program to obtain the
maximum possible quality and value for each
health care dollar spent.

Imupact on Recipients ind Families
Any experience with the health care system
can be frightening and frustrating for individuals and for their families. That experience is
only made more difficult when, in addition to
coping with illness, patients and families are
faced with confusing explanations of reimbursement responsibilities or discussions
about why some services will be covered but
other services will not be covered. Medicare
and Medicaid have their own processes for
determining eligibility and collecting payments and their own forms and bills. Those
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experiencing a health care crisis should not be
asked to navigate a redundant and confusing
trail of paperwork. As it stands, to meet health
care costs, an individual or family may have to
interact with numerous insurers, including
Medicare, Medigap. and Medicaid.

impact on Qualty
Clearly, the status quo does not represent an
ideal system of care for those who rely jointly
on Medicare and Medicaid for coverage of
their health care costs. In a perfect system. the
dually eligible would have easy access to a
seamless and coordinated package of services
to meet their needs. Instead, they face fragmentation. redundancy, and inefficiency.
the quality
Efforts to promote or even assess
of care provided to the dually eligible population are undermined by the lack of program
coordination. Even if one program were to
attempt quality improvements, services provided through the other program would be
impervious to change. Even if both programs
made a concerted effort to carefully anticipate.
identify, and address a patient's needs, efforts
by medical personnel to coordinate benefits
are complicated by coverage distinctions
between the programs. To develop a highquality continuum of care for a recipient. a
care plan should recommend the ideal treatment course, and this decision she-id not be
affected by whether a particular care setting is
paid for by one program or the other.

Fliauclal Overlp
Similar to the categrical and programmatic
connections between the two programs. the
financial relationship between Medicare and
Medicaid isclose but complex. Decisions
made in one program can have a significant
cost impact on the other program. This
impact can be direct, through cost-sharing
responsibilities, or indirect, through shifts in
services from one program to the other.

Oltect Impacts
Medicare Part A services, which include hospitalization, some nursing home services. and
some home health services, are paid for by a
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trust fund that isfinanced through a dedicated
Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA)
cax, supplemented by deductibles and copaymenits assessed for long institutional stays.
Medicare Part B covers physician services and
outpatient services. Part B isfinanced sepa.
rattly, through beneficiary cost sharing and
federal general revenue. Beneficiaries are
responsible for 25 percent of Part B program
costs in premiums. plus deductibkes and
copayments.
Following the implementation of the provisions in the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage
Act related to QMBs in 1989 and the subsequent designation of similar cost-sharing provisions for SLM Bs in 1990. Medicaid has
been responsible for meeting the Medicare
cost-sharing obligations of 500,000 people
classified asQMBs or SLM Ba. Similarly, Medicaid assumes the cost for Medicare premiums,
copayments. and deductibles for the 6 million
people who are dually eligible. In 1995 Medicaid payments for the Medicare recipient
costs for the dually eligible aswell as for
QMBs and SLMBs totaled S3.86 billion.
In meeting the cost-sharing obligations of
each of these population groups, Medicaid is a

passive payer that is responsible for costs
beyond its control. Decisions regarding
increases in individual responsibility for meeting Medicare costs are made without consideration for the impact these increases will have
on state Medicaid costs. even though the
impact isclear. For QMBs. SLMBs. and the
dually eligible, increases are simply passed
along to Medicaid. Efforts to control costs in
one program shift costs to the other program.
In recent years, Medicire has gradually
increased cost-sharing obligations for individual recipients. As Medicare Part B premiums
have gone up. stt costs for paying the
premiums have increased. Monthly Medicare
premiums increased again to $43.80 per individual in 1997 from $42.50 in 1996. Without
ex-pressing an opinion on the wisdom of
increasing client cost-sharing obligations, it is
clear the choice leads to increased Medicaid
expenditures.

Because of the matched funding nature of
Medicaid. 57 percent of the Medicaid costs
shifted from Medicare will remain the
responsibility of the federal government, but
43 percent of those costs now will fall to the
states, Stat Medicaid match races vary significantly. Eleven states and the District of
Columbia pay the maximum of fifty cents of
every Medicaid dollar while the federal government pays the other fifty cents. At the
other extreme, the lowest current match rate is
22 to 78. For all states. regardless of the match
rare. Medicaid cost-sharing obligations have
increased with the change in Medicare's premium-sharing policy.
Besides having the overall responsibility for
meeting the Medicare cost-sharing obligations
of QMBs. SLM Ba, and the dually eligible.
several states have been forced to absorb
Medicare copayment costs atrrates higher than
they are occuscomed to paying. For QM Bs
and the dually eligible. Medicare pays for
80 percent of the cost of the services provided.
The level of the remaining copayment isthe
outstanding question, and the courts have
been actively involved in this issue.
Judicial rulings on copayment rates have
begun to mandate state payment policies. In
the defining case, Haynses Amsbudanee Serviee,
Inc.. er aL v.Statr PfA labamA, et at. the U-S.
Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
ruled that states are required to pay the
Medicare cost-sharing amounts without limication based on Medicaid rates. The appeals
court ruling created a provider entitlement to
100 percent of the Medicare reimbursement
rate for a given service. In Haynses, Alabama
argued that if the 80 percent paid by Medicare
for the cost of a service provided to a QMB
exceeded what Medicaid would reimburse for
the same service, then the Medicaid program
would not have to pay the 20 percent balance.
The U.S. District Court ruled in favor of the
state, but that ruling was overturned on
appeal. The appeals court decision in Hayses
has since been used by a number of circuit
courts to require staves to make copayments
that reflect the higher Medicare reimbursement rate rather than the lower Medicaid rate.

BACKGROUND

State attempts to manage the Medicare costs
shifted to them~ have been invalidated by the
courts.
States increasingly are tied to Medicare reimbursement rates significantly higher than what
Medicaid pays for the same service. For exam.
pie, Medicaid pays 90 percent of Medicare's
reimbursement rate for an office visit. For an
intermediate hospital care visit, Medicaid pays
77 percent of the Medicare reimbursement
rate, and for an laparoscopy, Medicaid reimburses at 76 percent of the Medicare rate.
Given that Medicaid reimbursement rates
rend to be lower than Medicare rates, court
decisions have essentially forced sates to pay
higher rates for services.

Indirect,Ipacts
Both Medicare and Medicaid facet
unnecessarily high administrative costs resulting from
duplicative eligibility and billing processes for
services provided to the same groups of people. In addition, the disconnected status quo
creates an incentive for the two programs to

shift services an]J the accompanying costs to
each other.
Tangled and uar:oordinated coverage rules
make this cost shift possible. For example.
Medicare reimburses for hospital stay%
through the diagnosis-related group (DRG)
payment system. A hospital receives a set fee
for treating a patient based on a specific diagnosis, and that fee generally remains the same
regardless of whether the patient stays in the
hospital for a day or a week. Clearly a hospital
has an incentive to release a patient assoon as
possible to keep down its actual costs. When
release to the home is impossible. recipients
are transferred to nursing Facilities. Medicare
reimbursement for nursing home care islimited, so once itris no longer available Medicaid
reimbursement begins for low-income senior
citizens. Medicare's payment obligation is
shifted to Medicaid. The same incentive exists
in reverse, as Medicaid nursing home costs
end when an individual isreadmitted to a
hospital.
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Federalism

The complicated web of shared responsibility for meeting long-term care needs falls outside of the more usual pattern of signing direct responsibility for meeting a particular
category of need to a single level of government. For senior citizens, that responsibility has
fallen to the federal government rather than the states. Social Security is wholly afederal
program, as is Medicare. Senior citizens traditionally look to Washington, D.C., for direction on the programs most important to them, as do people with disabilities. The federal
government funds and administers one of the most important programs benefiting disabled Americans-the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program.
Programs supporting the elderly and the disabled have faUen to the federal government
rather than the states for good reasons. Perhaps
most important, the federal role acknowledges
that neither population group follows a typical

demographic distribution pattern. Instead of
residing in relatively equal percentages In each
of the states, both groups tend tosbe concentrated in particular parts of the nation. For
example, across the United States, an average
of 12.8 percent of the population isabove age

sixty-ive. Statewide percentages can vary
widely, however, from low%of 4.9 percent in
Alaska and 8.8 perc ent in Utah to highs of
15.7 percent in Rhode Island and 18.6 percent in Florida. Nationwide. 4.2 percent of
the pepl below agesixty-five have a disability Severe enough to prevent them from working. Variations range from a low of 2.3
percent in Alaskai to a high of 8.4 percent in

West Virginia. If programs for the elderly and
the disabled were state-based, states with high
concentrations of these populations would
find themselves disproportionately challenged
by the demands of financing expensive services and supports.

assigned responsibility for a given category of
services. From its inception. Medicaid has
been a partnership of shared responsibility
between the states and the federal government. This partnership has been effective in
providing health care to millions of low.
income Americans. Thia relationship has
become more complicated, however, as Med.
icaid's budget has become increasingly dominated by long-term care costs for low-income
senior citizens and people with disabilities.
With the emergence of Medicaid as such a
primary component of support systems for
low-income senior citizens and people with
disabilities, federal responsibility is beginning
to shift to the states. Health care costs for the
elderly and people with disabilities dominate
state Medicaid budgets. Nationwide, institutional long-term care coats alone consume
25 percent of aU Medicaid spending. Again.
statewide percentages vary widely. For example, in Ohio 37 percent of all Medicaid expenditures are attributable to institutional
long-term care. while in California long-term
care accounts for 17 percent of the program's
budget.

Medicaid has always been an exception to the
usual pattern of one level of government being

F90SAALIS M

As low-income senior citizens and people with
disabilities have come to rely on Medicaid
payment for long-term care costs, the basic
federalism distinction between federal and
state responsibilities has begun to blur. Groups
that have traditionally been the beneficiaries
primarily of federal programs are relying more
on state aid through Medicaid, while beneficiaries with higher incomes remain in the
sphere of the federal government and are
being served mainly by Medicare "and Social
Security. States experience this shift disproportionately because of variations in the demographic distribution of these populations.
This shift in responsibility from the federal
government to the states has created a bifurcated system of responsibility. Those with
higher incomes are the responsibility of one
level of government and those with lower
incomes are the responsibility of the other.
The traditional federal responsibility for
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elderly and disabled people no longer applies
to the same extent if they happen to be poor.
In that case, one of their most important supports, l'ongterm care, falls to the responsibility
of the states.
Shifting responsibility for low-income senior
citizens and people with disabilities exposes
their benefits to an entirely different system of
government financing. Federally, the most
important benefits for these groups--Social
Security and Medicare-are funded through
special dedicated financing streams. Medicaid
does not have the protection of de,ica.ed
funding sources. Financial support from a
state must compete with all other stare funding needs. As state costs for zh~low-incom-e
elderly and disabled continue to increase,
states face divisive generational funding challenges (e.g.. as nursing home costs compete
with education funding needs).

POR STATtS

ManagementI

Efforts to effectively manage the interrelationships between Medicaid and Medicare are
complicated significantly by this federal-state distinction, as well as by the extensive demographic, categorical, programmatic, and financial connections between the two programs.
At the same time, these very connections make prudent management essential to the successful coordination of health services to those populations eligible for both Medicaid and
Medicare. Successful management would promote a more seamless system of benefits for
recipients, make home and community-based care a more viable alternative to institutional placements, and reduce cost shifting.

Under the best of circumstances. program
coordination would be a difficult management
challenge. Unfortunately, circumstances are far
from ideal. State experimentation could lead to
a more rationalized continuum of care for the
dually eligible. but federal barriers deny states
the flexibility needed for experimentation.

Managed Care and the Dually Eligible
Many states have found that managed care is
an effective strategy for enabling health programs to develop coordinated systems promoting quality care. Through managed care,
Medicaid programs have begun to make a
transition from their historicafly passive role as
bill payers, to a more active role as value purchasers of health care services. Medicaid's
experience with managed care' has evolved significa ntly over the past decade, moving in
many parts of the nation from experimental
pilot programs to mature and stable systems of
care.
A similar process of experimentation and evolution could lead to the development of effrctive management models for the dually
eligible. States have considerable experience
enrolling in Medicaid managed care recipients
who are pregnant women, children, or eligible

because of their receipt of benefits under the
former Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program. These enrollees are
younger and healthier than many of the dually
eligible. The dually eligible are far from a
homogenous group. encompassing individuals
with a range of health care needs. To be effective. it ispossible that existing managed care
models will have to be adjusted to address the
special needs of the various categories of the
dually eligible. Experimentation is needed to
determine what changes are needed to develop
successful models.
Approaches
Analysis by the National Academy for State
Health Policy indicates that efforts to enrol
the dualy eligible in managed care have generally followed two approaches. The first
approach focuses on the coordination of the
two programs. with the goal of making the
Medicare and Medicaid systems appear as one
to the consumer. The second approach tries to
integrate Medicare and Medicaid into a single
service system for. dually eligible consumers.
Oregon isfrequently cited as a leading example of a coordinated approach to managed
care for the dualy eligible. It has highly

MANAGEMEtNT

developed managed care networks for both
Medicaid and Medicare beneficiaries. When a
dually eligible Medicare recipient chooses to
enroll in a Medicare HMO. Oregon then
enrolls dhe recipient in the same HMO (or die
delivery of Medicaid benefits. Medicare HMO
enrolment isnot mandatory. Funding. administration, and oversight remain separate
responsibilities of each of die programs, but
beneficiaries have to deal with only one managed care network.
The second model, based on integration.
makes it possible for the two programs to act
nsone in providing services to the dually eligible. The stare Medicaid program essentially
serves asthe Medicare's program agent for this
population. Minnesota has been the leader in
pursing this approach through its Senior
Health Options program. Under the Minnesota model, the state negotiated a single
contract for the provision of both Medicaid
and Medicat services for the dually eligible.
The permission granted to Minnesota by the
Health Care Financing Administration to pursue this approach was controversial, however,
and I-CFA Administrator Bruce Vladeck has
indicated that requests by other states for
approval to develop similar experiments will
be denied.
Another example of an integrated model can
be found in the federal Program of All-inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE) program.
The program provides access to a comprehensive array of health care services, ranging from
prevention to long-term care. PACE receives
capitatedJ payments from both Medicare and
Medicaid. Participation in PACE is voluntary.
Currently, twelve stares host operational
PACE sites, so availability islimited. Individual participation is restricted to those who
need a nursing-home level of care.

obstacls
For many dually eligible individuals, especially
those in nursing homes and those with high
prescription drug costs, Medicaid pays for
more of their health care costs than does
Medicare. For this reasn, Medicaid hasa
particular need to try to control expenditures.
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However, Medicare requirements interfere
with states' attempts to manage costs.
The most significant obstacle to developing
either a coordinated or an integrated approach
to managed care for the dually eligible is the
lack of clear statutory authority. This authority could be clarified either by explicit legislative approval of mandatory managed care
programs for the dually eligible, or through
the creation of substantial Medicare waiver
authority.
Medicare does not have an option. sim-ilar to
Sections H115 or 1915(b) in the Medicaid
program. to permit provisions of program
stature to be waived for the purpose of experimentation. States have used Medicaid waivers
asvehicles for moving recipients into managed
care. Waivers create limited flexibility to
design programs that might not be possible
within the strict confines of Title XIX, the
Medicaid section of the Social Security Act.
For example. creating an option to waive Title
XDX freedom -of-choice requirements allows
managed care enrollment to be made mandatory. Waivers also permit states to require
enrolees to remain with the particular managed care plan they selected for six months or
more before changing to another plan. unless
there isgood cause compelling a more immediate switch.
The Medicare statute. Title XVIII of the
Social Security Act, does not have sufficient
waiver authority to permit experimental flexibility. Accordingly, any attempt to synchronize
the programs in order to improve the health
care experiences of the dually eligible would
require Medicaid to conform with Medicare
requirements or to make allowances for those
requirements. For example. managed care
enrollment for the delivery of a dually eligible
individual's Medicare benefits could not be
made mandatory. because there would be no
way to waive Medicare freedom -of-choice
requirements.
Medicare waiver authority is restricted to Section 222. which permits provisions related to
reimbursement or payment to be waived. This
waiver makes it possible to make capitated

FR
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payments to health plans. If an individual is
enrolled in a Medicare HMO, capitation is
allowable without a waiver. Medicare HMO
plans also permit a one-month lock-in
requirement to provide at leat some stability
to HMO enrollment. ecause Medicare
HMOs are not widely available, and because
they are subject to a composition rule requiring that at least 50 percent of their membership not be on either Medicare or Medicaid,
this capitation waiver authority iscritical to
permitting managed care experimentation for
the dually eligible. Unfortunately, the flexibility does not extend beyond permitting capita.
tion. The payment system for Medicare
HMOs isextremely cumbersome, varying
county by county across a state. It iscomplicated by plans offering different packages of
benefits, further impeding coordination
efforts.
Despite the precedent of the Minnesota program. HCFA has indicated that it isunlikely
to permit further experimentation with the
integration model of managed care for the
dually eligible. For this reason, several states
have begun to pursue the coordinated pro.
gram model for dually eligible managed care.
However, the lack of Medicare waiver authority will complicate state efforts to make the
programs run together more effectively.
Medicare HMO enrollment cannot be
required nor can a recipient be required to
remain with a chosen health plan for a
guaranteed and sustained period. In addition.
the bureaucratic inefficiencies and redundan.
cies of continuing to operate two separate

programs even while trying to make them act
as one are hard to justifyr, especially given the
goal of maximizing the value obtained from
each health care dollar spent.

Opportunitie
States that are trying to develop a more seamless and effective delivery system for the dually
eligible are frustrated by federal barriers to
more complete cooperation. Yet efforts to
develop a more rational continuum of care for
this vulnerable population promise to yield
important results.
Families will enjoy dramatically simplified
contacts with the health care delivery system if
they can interact with one system of care
rather than two systems of care. Viewing
patient needs from a broad perspective instead
of questioning which benefits are provided
through which category of eligibility will lead
to the development of an individualized care
plan that is focused on patient needs rather
than reimbursable services. This will lead to a
decrease in institutionalization as home and
community-based care becomes more readily
available. Payment processes for providers will
be simplified through either the coordination
or integration of Medicare and Medicaid for

the dually eligible. The public programs will,
benefit from a reduction in administrative
burdens and an elimination of the incentive to
shift costs to each other. More effective management of the inter relationships between
Medicare and Medicaid will ultimately help
public programs become more qualityfocused, value purchasers of health care.
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Mecocare Reform

Given the categorical, programmatic, and financial connections between Medicare and
Medicaid, as well as the existing managerial barriers, reform offers the real potential for
substantial and lasting improvement to the health care delivery system that serves the
nation's senior citizens and people with disabilities. Conversely, undertaking reform of the
Medicare program alone places Medicaid at great risk. Not only would the current range
of problems not be solved by undertaking Medicare reform in a vacuum, but those problems would be exacerbated.

SwmtTwm Ism"s

Provider Rernbursement

The most compelling short-term issue facing
Medicare is the financial viability of the hospi-,
tal trust fund. Without intervention, the Part
A trust fund will run out of money in 2001.
At that point, the dedicated FICA tax will no
longer be sufficient to cover Part A costs.
Clearly immediate action is needed. The
Ciinton administration has indicated that
dealing with this impending shortfall will be
one of its top priorities in dhe 105th Congress.
and Republican congressional leadership
agrees that action is necessary.

The cost-cutting strategy most likely to be
advocated by federal policymnakers is a reduction in Medicare provider reimbursement
rates. A Medicare rate adjustment has real
appeal from Medicaid's perspective because
Medicaid increasingly is being held responsible for reimbursing for services to QM Bs at
the higher Medicare rates. However, any
reduction in Medicare reimbursement levels
will only exacerbate the existing tendency to
shift costs between the Medicare and Medicaid programs. For example, if DRG rates are
reduced, hospitals could decide to press for
the earliest possible release of Medicare
patients. The shoter the hospitalization, the
more likely the flat DRG rate will cover the
actual cost of the hospitalization.

In developing a plan for realizing the shortterm savings needed to extend the life of the
trust fund, it is likely that the administration
and Congress will consider two major options.
Savings could be realized through reductions
in provider reimbursement rates, through
increases in beneficiary cost-sharing responsibilities, or through some combination of these
options. Without expressing an opinion on
the desirability of either option. it is clear that
undertaking either option without considering
its potential impact on Medicaid places that
program at risk even while Medicare is being
strengthened.

MEDICAID

AND

MEDICARS:

IMPLICATIONS

For many medically fragile senior citizens and
people with disabilities, early release from the
hospital means subsequent admission to a
nursing home. For the dually eligible, that
leads to a transition from Medicare coverage
of hospital benefits to Medicaid cover-age of
nursing home care. Such cost !hifting already
occurs, but changes in Medicare reimbursement rates that encourage even quicker hospital discharges will accelerate this dynamic.

FORt STATIIS

fund, but such a change could impose signifi.
cant new cost-sharing obligations on Part B
beneficiaries and On stAtes

Costsharin

The other major possibility for producing savings in the Medicare program isto increase
the cost-sharing obligations of Medicare
recipients. Increasing beneficiary cost-sharing
obligations will be seriously considered
because it could yield significant savings without making necessary dramatic changes to the
Medicare program.

After experiencing Medicaid growth rates
averaging more than 20 percent during the
late 1980s and early 1990s, states recently
have been able to reduce Medicaid growth
rates significantly. Over the past two years,
Medicaid spending has grown at an average
rate of only 3.9 percent. This has been
achieved due to a combination -of factors,
including reforms enacted by Governors ro
increase enrollment in managed care and
reduce program fraud and abuse.

The risk to Medicaid from increasing Medicare
cost-sharing obligations isobvious. For the
more than 6 million QM Bs, SLM Bs. and
dually eligible people. those costs would be
passed directly to state Medicaid programs.
The Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995
should afford states some protection from this
direct cost shift, because the Congressional
Budget Office recognizes increass in Medicare
cost-sharing obligations as increased costs to
states.

Should the federal government choose to
increase Medicare cost-sharing obligations,
state Medicaid programs would see their
spending increase despite the reforms they
have undertaken. Medicaid spending in 1995
consumed an average of 19.2 percent of state
budgets. compared with only 10.2 percent in
1987. Every new dollar spent on Medicaid isa
dollar notavailable to invest in education or
other important state priorities (see Figure 6).

Medicaid's potential financial exposure is
enormous. If Medicare premiums were
increased $5 per month, that would result in
increasd Medicaid expenditures of more than
$360 million annually. Given the tremendous
strides made by Governors over the past few
years to restrain Medicaid spending growth.
these uncontrollable increases wuuld be particularly frustrating to states.

Long-Thu hms
The short-term risks of enacting Medicare
reform without corresponding Medicaid
reform are mainly financial. It isalmost
inevitable that any changes to realize Medicare
savings will result in cost shifting. The long.
term risks are more fundamental. The most
important long-term consequence of fadling to

Another essdirect cost shift would occur if
the federal government decides to move home
health care services from Medicare Pars A to
Part B.This would strengthen the Part A trust
Figamw.Melkad a a
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MEDICARE REFORM

consider the strains placed on both Medicare
and Medicaid by the aging of dhebaby-boom
generation will be a missed opportunity to
strengthen dhefinancial viability of both programs. by developing a more rational system of
care to meet recipient needs.

Sysfvnic
The existing relationship between Medicare
and Medicaid is more the product of an uncoordinated evolution than a carefully developed
system of care. Taken together. the two programs have been largely successful in meeting
the health care needs of some of die nation's
most vulnerable citizens. The status quo leaves
much room fortimprovement. however, in
terms of coordination, quality, and oateffectiveness.
If benefits-primary and preventive care. hospitalization. home and community supports.
and nursing home care-were delivered
through an integrated system, care plans could
be developed that focus broadly on recipients'
health care needs without consideration of
coverage for specific benefits. This coordination would increase the quality of an individ.
ual's experience with the health care delivery
system by permitting a focus on the spectrum
of need, rather than making arbitrary distinctions between primary care and long-term,
care. Cost-effectiveness would be increased
both through the reductions of administrative
costs that would accompany a simplified systezu, and through the savings that would be
realized from use of the most appropriate wae
setting. For example. increased access to home
and community-based care could help prevent
mome costly institutionalization.
If Medicare reform isunder taken indepen.
dendy of Medicaid reform, the chance to

MAOICAID

AND

MImoscsAE: IMPLICATIONS

make needed imprc moments to the interrelationships between t e two programs will be
lost. Existing ineffic-encies will only become
more problematic a, caseloads increase. If
reform isseen asan opportunity to design a
more rational system of care. however, a new
continuum of services could be developed that
focuses on patient needs rather than programmatic parameters.

financial
As the baby boomers reach retirement age, the
financial pressures on Medicaid will be enormous. Looking only at Medicaid nursing
home costs, it isclear that program Spending
will skyrocket. Currently, Medicaid pays for
more than 70 percent of all days spent in
nursing homes. As the population of senior
citizens increases from approximately
38 million to approximately 78 million, the
absolute numbers of nursing home occupants
will increase roughly proportionately. Meeting
this increased coat will be the responsibility of
Medicaid.
Medicaid is not paid for by trust funds. The
state portion of program costs ismet through
state general revenue funds, and the federal
match is financed through the annual appropriations process. As Medicaid costs increase,
those expenses can be met only by limiting eligibility, reducing Spending on other programs,
or raising txs
just as a new financial framework will be
needed to sustain Medicare through this population explosion. Medicaid too will require
support. If no programmatic reforms are
enacted to develop a more rational continuum
of care across the two programs, the financial
pressures caused by the aging of the baby
boomers will beeven more difficult to address.

FOR STATt5

A More Rational System

Governors believe. that long-term Medicaid reform should be considered in conjunction
with efforts to reform Medicare. Only through the creation of a more rational, cost-effective continuum of care for the elderly and the disabled will the two programs be able to
accommodate the impending caseload explosion.
Regardless of whether reform is undertaken
directly by Congress and the administration.
or indirectly through an appointed commission, Governors should be included in the
process to ensure that states' ideas are discussed and Medicaid's needs are addressed.

carefully, states could then assume 100 percent
of Medicaid's acute care costs for the nondually eligible populations. Currently, the federal
government pays, on average. 57 percent of
those costs through the existing matched
funding structure.

From the Medicaid perspective, a number of
reform strategies should be considered to
make needed improvements to the existing
interrelationships bet-wen Medicare and Medicaid and to begin to prepare for the retirement of the baby boomers. These strategies
include sweeping reexaminations of the status
quo as well as much more limited steps to
address specific problems. The Governors are
not advocating any particular reform solution.
Instead, they recommend that each proposal
be considered carefully as the reform process
moves forward and welcome all suggestions.

Long-Term Care

SWItMe inteVall"i
On the surface, the simplest solution to the
coordination problems associated with running two major programs to meet the health
care needs of the snwn basic population would
be to consolidate those two programs into
one. Obviously, such a merger would be difficult and a number of important issues would
have to be addressed. Yet, in the interests of
meeting patient need and increasing costeffectiveness, serious consideration should be
given to consolidation. One option is for
Medicaid's existing long-term care responsibilities to be assumed by the Medicare program.
Although any model would have to be crafted

The Governors strongly support t efforts to
encourage the purchase of private long-term
care insurance policies. The tax incentives created by the Health I nsu rance Portability and

Accountability Act are agood

firtE Step, partic-

ularly when paired with consumer protection
of the
standards. Private sector penetration
long-term care insurance market has histori,cally been so low, however; that a strong cooperative effort by the federal government, state
governments, employers, consumer groups,
and the insurance industry will be needed to
encourage Americans to plan for their futures.
With a long-termn care insurance policy, families facing nursing home costs would not have
to spend down their life savings so they can
qualify' for Medicaid in order to have these
bills paid.
One strategy to promote further development
of the private marker calls on the federal government to remove barriers to public-private
partnerships that permit individuals to purchase state-certified private policies and then
havesa portion of their assets protected once
the private benefits are paid out and public
financing becomes necessary. Such experiments should be encouraged. and information

A MORE

RATIONAL SYSTEM

on successfl strategies for promoting the purchase of private policies should be shared
widely so that states can learn from the best
practices in the field.

beally Evlge
Careful consideration of proposals to consolidate Medicaid's long-term care responsibilities
with Medicare will take time, aswill efforts to
encourage the purchase of private insurance.
As these more fundamental solutions to the
probiemns of the dually eligible are contemnplated. however, real improvement is possible
almost immediately.
In the short term, the Governors believe that
the Health Care Financing Administration
should take steps to make permit experimentation with mandatory managed care programs for the dually eligible. Given the pilot
projects that have been approved in the past. it
appears as though HCFA already has sufficient flexibility to allow mandatory managed
care programs to be implemented, even
though the agency has indicated that no further requests will be approved. If statutory
change is needed to permit Medicare's freedom-of-choice requireme nts to be waived.
Congress should make such an amendment a
priority.
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Medicaid's responsibility for QMBs and
SLMBs issimply that of a payer. Both populations receive only Medicare benefits, not Medicaid benefits. Medicaid's only connection to
either QMBs or SLMBs is a mandate for
meeting their cost-sharing obligations.
Because Medicare is a federal program. the
federal government should bear all of its costs.
These cost could then be more effectively
managed within the Medicare program as a
whole. States should not be given financial
responsibility for part of a program over which
they have no control.

MEDICAID AND

MEDICARE:

The 1:oad issue of whether Medicare or Medicaid *iould be responsible for the cost-sharing obligations of QMBs and SLM Bs needs to
beconsidered. Moreover, immediate action is
needed to clarify that states can use Medicaid
reimbursement rates rather than Medicare
rates in meeting copayment costs for the
QMB populanoi'.

Cashi and Coullug
While moving toward a fundamental reexamination of the status quo in the long term, the
federal government should now work closely
with interested states to permit individuals, on
a voluntary basis, to experiment with designing a health care package that meets their specific needs. Instead of the prescribed benefit
packages included in both Medicare and Medicaid. acash and counseling option would give
families limited control to design their own
care plans.
This option would allow Medicaid and
Medicare flands-to be commingled by families
ascare plans are designed. Ideally, in designing
their own health care packages, families would
be able to avoid the current confusing distinctions between Medicaid and Medicare allowable services. Such a model obviously would
have to include an intensive individual technical assistance element to help families make
informed choices.

CaM Mmaameat
Another short-term solution to help families
more successfully navigate the interrelationships between Medicaid and Medicare would
be to strengthen the case management services
available to dually eligible families from the
beginning of their experience with the health
care system. Case management would help
tailor care plans to meet client needs, calling
benefits to
inboth Medicaid and Medicare
~mplement family resources.

IMPLICATIONS FOR STATES

Conclusion

From the Governors' perspective, the existing interrelationships between Medicaid and
Medicare leave much room for improvement. Artificial program distinctions create coordination problems, family frustration, and unnecessary costs. Attempts to more effectively
manage the intersections of the programs as applied to t'he dually eligible are stifled by
administrative barriers to experimentation.
Reform is necessary, but it must be undertaken carefully. The needs of Medicare and
Medicaid must be considered jointly when making decisions about how best to ensure
that America's senior citizens and people with disabilities continue to receive high-quality
affordable health care. Only by looking at the system comprehensively will a more rational, cost-effective continuum of care be developed. The successful development of a more
seamless relationship between Medicare and Medicaid will improve the quality of care
provided to the nation's most vulnerable populations. The Governors would like to work
with Congress, the administration, and other interested parties as these programs are
strengthened to prepare for a future of heightened demand.

C0o4C LUIJION

Since their initial ineting in 1908 to discuss inter.
stage wsiter problems. the Governors have worked
throig the Natonal Governors Association so
deal collectively with issues
of public policy and
governance The association's ongoing mission is to
support die work of die Governors by providing a
bipartisan forum to help shape mndimplement
national policy and to solve Kate problems.

The association works closely with the administration and Congress on state-federal policy issues
through its offices in the HalLor the States in
Washington. D.C. The association say.s as;a vehicle for sharing knowledge of innovative programs
among the states and provides technical assistance
and consultant services to Gover nors on a wide
range of management and policy issues.

The members oldihe National Governors'Association (NGA) awethe Governors ofldie fifty states.
the territories of Asneuian Samoa. Guam. and the
Virgin Ilands, and the commonwealths of the
Northern Mariana Islands and Puerto Rico. The
association has a nine-member Executive Committee and three standing committees--on Economic
Development and Comimerce. Human Resousrces.
and Natural Rkesources
Through NGRIs commit.
tees. the Governors examine and develop policy
and address key state and national issues. Special
task forces often are created sofocus gubernatorial
attention on federal legislation or on state-level
issues.

The Center for BestPractices is a vehicle for sharing knowledge about innovative state activities.
exploring the impact of feeral initiatives on state
government, and providing technical assistance to
states. The center works in anumber of policy
fields. including agriculture and rural development.
economic development, education, energy and
environment, health, social services, technology
trade. transportation. and workforce development.
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State Strategies for Increasing Health Care Cove'rage for
Children*
Summary
Dramatic state expansions of Medicaid eligibility, coupled with equally important reforms of outreach
and service delivery systems, have enabled rmlions of previously uninsured women, infants, and
children to access comprehensive health care services. States continue to seek effective models to link
children to available health insurance options. This Issue Brief discusses the strategies that some
states are using to identify Medicaid-eligible and noneligible children and encourage them to take
advantage of state-supported health coverage programs.
State efforts to connect children to health coverage programs fall broadly into three categories
Medicaid expansions beyond the m-inimum federal eligibility requirements; state-only funded
programs. and public-pnivaie partnerships. Regardless of how states combine these approaches. many
programs incorporate a public awareness campaign. The state initiatives described in this Issue Brief
suggest the ways that states have broadened their maternal and child health outreach efforts to identify
eligible children of all ages and enroll them in appropriate state health programs, It summarizes
Medicaid eligibility expansions, describes administrative streamlining efforts, and highlights outreach
strategies that are used directly or indirectly to enroll eligible children in Medicaid, as well as provides
examples of child health coverage programs targeted to non-Medicaid-eligible children.
Medicaid Eligibility and Outreach Strategies
Since the mid-1980s, a primary focus of the Medicaid program has been to provide health care
services to low-income children of all ages.
Expanding Eligibility
The Medicaid progiam is the predlominant way that states provide public funding for children's health
insurance Thirty-nine states have expanded Medicaid eligibility for pregnant women and all children
beyond federal mandates. As of September 1996, thirty-four states had exceeded the federal mandate
for eligibility for pregnait women and infants, eleven states had exceeded the minimum income
eligibility thresholds for children between the ages of one and five, and twenty-four states had
exceeded the minimum requirements for children ages six and older (see Table 1). These expansions
have been accomplished primarily through three different mechanisms: electing an option for
expanded eligibility for pregnant women and infants included in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
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Act (OBRA) of 1989; invoking Section 1902(r)(2) of the Social Security Act, which allows states to
disregard income and resources without a waiver; and obtaining a Section 1115 statewide health care
reform demonstration waiver that expands eligibility in tandem with the implementation of managed
care health systems.
Streamlining Ike EligibilityProcess
States have not relied exclusively on increasing income eligibility thresholds to improve access to
health care. In addition to outstationing eligibility workers in hospitals and clinics in order to
maximize the opportunity for people to apply for Medicaid, states have also worked to minimize
administrative barriers that make it difficult for people to access the program. Most states use multiple
strategies to simplify and streamldine the application process. These strategies include dropping the
assets test, adopting presumptive eligibility, shortening application forms. expediting eligibility
determinations, allowing application by mail, and providing continuous eligibility for newborns (see
Table 2).
Dropping the Assets Test As of February 1996, forty-five states have adopted the option to
disregard assets when determining Medicaid eligibility for pregnant women, infants, and children.
Adopting Presumptive Eligiblty. OBRA-86 gave states the option to allow health care providers to
grant pregnant women immediate, short-term Medicaid eligibility at the provider site while a formal
determination is made. Called presumptive eligibility, this option is intended to provide immediate
access to prenatal care services. Currently, thirty states have adopted presumptive eligibility for
pregnant women.
Shortening Application Forms. By removing assets restrictions when determining Medicaid
eligibility, states have been able to reduce greatly the length and complexity of the Medicaid
application form. Forty-two states have shortened their Medicaid application forms for pregnant
women, infants, and children. Ten states have streamlJined their application forms for the entire
Medicaid population.
Expediting Eligibilty Determinations. It is important that pregnant women receive early prenatal
care. States have developed policies to ensure that the applications of pregnant women are given
priority and that their Medicaid eligibility is determined as quickly as possible. Twenty-nine states
have programs of expedited eligibility. In some states, informal guidance has been provided to local
service offices to help them expedite eligibility determination for pregnant women.
Allowing Application by Mai. Allowing applications for Medicaid to be mailed is another strategy
states are using to simplify the eligibility process for pregnant women and children. Thirty states have
implemented program allowing pregnant women and children to mail in their Medicaid applications,
waiving the customary face-to-face interview. Mail-in applications reduce transportation and other
barriers that may restrict these populations' access to care.
Providing Continuous Eligibility for Newborns. With the passage of QBRA-90, states are required
to provide continuous eligibility for newborns through their first year of life as long as they remain in
their mother's household. Once Medicaid eligibility is granted to either a pregnant woman or infant,
this eligibility cannot be resinded because of an increase in family income or resources. To ensure
that infants are enrolled in the program -and receive continuous coverage throughout the first year,
many states have developed a referral form that is filled out by hospital staff when a Medicaid-eligible
woman gives birth. In most cases, hospital staff send this form to the state or local eligibility office,
and a Medicaid identification number is assigned to the infant. Thirty states use a referral form to
facilitate Medicaid enrollment of infants.
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conducting Statewide Outreach Campaigns
Since the early 1990s, states have developed outreach campaigns as integral components of their
prenatal and child health program. These campaigns educate the public about the importance of
prenatal and primary care services as well as inform pregnant women and families with children about
the availability of health care benefits. Using an eye-catching logo as the foundation, these campaigns
generally distribute posters and brochures, establish statewide toll-free hotlines, and produce
television and radio public service announcements (PSAs). Many states have discovered the
effectiveness of providing incentives to encourage people to seek preventive medical care. For
example. coupon books are distributed, and the coupons must be validated by a provider before they
can be redeemed. The coupons are generally redeemable at local stores for a variety of products,
including diapers and baby formula.
Highlighted below are maternal and child health outreach initiatives implemented by states. Although
several programs initially focused on pregnant women and infants, most of them have broadened their
outreach to include activities that facilitate Medicaid enrollment of all low-income children in
participating families.
The Campaign For Healthier Babies in Arkansas is a statewide program designed to encourage
pregnant women to seek early prenatal care. Begun in 1991, the campaign refers Medicaid-eligible
women and children to the program. The campaign makes use of the "Happy Birthday -Baby Book." a
coupon book containing free or discounted baby care and family products as well as educational
information about prenatal care, pregnancy, and well-child issues. The free coupon book is available
on a statewide basis to all pregnant women. Coupons are validated by the provider at monthly
prenatal care visits. Also included in the book are coupons to motivate new mothers to continue
postnatal and well-baby care. The Campaign For Healthier Babies is administered by a coalition
whose members include the department of health, the March of Dimes, Advocates for Children and
Families, the department of health and human services, and the children's hospital. The Arkansas
Department of Health has also developed the Arkansas Health Information Line. The information line
is a statewide, confidential, toll-free information system that is operated twenty-four hours a day,
seven days per week. It helps Arkansans throughout the state to access information on the availability
of specialized maternal and child health-related services, such as perinatal care, nutrition programs,
immunizations, assistance for acquired immune deficiency syndrome and sexually transmitted
diseases, child health services, and Medicaid. Tl'e heath information line is staffed with trained
employees who can provide callers with immediate information and referrals about health services
available from its com puterized resource directory.
The Help Them T1hrive, Birth to Five initiative is a public awareness campaign launched in Florida in
early 1997. Governor Lawton Chiles is the official spokesperson of this multimedia campaign that
focuses on improving health outcomes of families and children up to age five. The goal of the
campaign is to improve the health status of mothers and children by identifying and encouraging lowincome women, infants, toddlers, and young children to access existing state health care services,
including Medicaid. A statewide toll-free number provides information, support, and referrals to
callers in four areas: family planning, prenatal care, immunization and preventive pediatrics, and
parenting and early intervention.
The Help Me Grow program, implemented in Illinois in May 1993, is a comprehensive public
awareness campaign that enables families to learn about all state programs through a toll-free
telephone call. This toll-free number gives parents and other caretakers a single point of contact for
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assistance on a variety of issues, including prenatal care, nutrition. Medicaid. and substance abuse.
The program is supported through a public-private partnership between Ronald McDonald Children's
Charities and twelve state agencies, including the departments of public aid and public health and the
office of the Governor. Television and radio PSAs are being used to communicate the importance of
prenatal care, immunizations, child safety seats, parental and family involvement, and drug and
alcohol abuse prevention.
Minnesota has expanded Medicaid eligibility up to 275 percent of the poverty level for women and
infants, and uses a mail-in application process that allows self-reported verification information. It
also operates two statewide hotlines to facilitate enrollment in Medicaid. Although Medicaid
enrollment is not the primary purpose of these hotlines, both the Minnesota Care Hotline and the
Minnesota Children with Special Health Needs Hotline screen callers for potential Medicaid
'igibility. Both hotlines provide callers with referrals to state service and financial support programs.
New Y.,rk implemented. the Growing Uip Healthy Application in July 1994. This program combines
the applications for the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children
(WIC) and Medic-aid. Training on the joint application process has been provided to WIC program
staff, medical providers, and local departments of social services. The one-page application form is
used by pregnant wonrv:'i and young children born on or after October 1, 1983, to apply for Medicaid
and WIC. The combined application form simplifies the medical assistance application and eligibility
process for pregnant women and young children. It is also a key element in determining ongoing
Medicaid eligibility for pregnant women receiving benefits under the presumptive eligibility program.
These programs help ensure that New York's babies and children will be "growing up healthy."
In April 1994. New Hampshire implemented the Let's Be HealthSmart program, a public information
campaign to promote CHAP-Plus. The Child Health Assurance Plan (CHAP) is the state's Early and
Periodic Screening. Diagnostic. and Treatment (EPSDT) program. The campaign's goals are to
increase Medicaid enrollment of eligible children of all ages and pregnant women, as well as to stress
the importance of health promotion through preventive measures.
In August 1994, North Carolina implemented Health Check. Formerly the EPSDT program, this
initiative promotes the importance of children's participation in a regular preventive health care
program. Health Check seeks to reduce child mortality and morbidity in North Carolina by ensuring
the availability and accessibility of comprehensive and continuous preventive health and primary care
services throughout childhood, and by providing information to parents on how to obtain these
services. Outreach activities include a toll-free hotline; public service announcements; brochures.
posters, envelope inserts, and billboards; parental notifications of benefits and services; and a Health
Check traveling medical record. -A statewide network of specially trained health care staff, called
Health Check coordinators, assist families in obtaining medical benefits, such as Medicaid, as well as
other community service and support needed by their children. The initiative is a collaborative effort
among the division of medical assistance, the division of maternal and child health, the office of rural
health, and the primary care association.
The goal of the Help ME Grow program, implemented ii. Ohio in 1995, is to improve prenatal care
and preventive care of children up to age two through the use of a coupon book. Individual coupons
must be validated by the medical provider after care is obtained in order to redeem the coupons.
Public service announcements promote the availability of the coupon book as well as a toll-free
number that people can call for referral to various state services or agencies, such as Medicaid. Help
ME Grow is a collaborative effort of the department of health, the department of human services, and
the Governor's office under the Ohio Family and Children First Initiative.
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Love 'em wi a Checkup is a comprehensive maternal and child health outr-ach and referral program
in Pennsylvania that is helping thousands of low-income women and children enroll in prenatal and
primary health care-related state programs. This statewide initiative was developed in 1993 to address
the concern that Pennsylvania's outreach efforts were fragmented. ineffective, and often failing to
reach the state's at-risk population. Many effective programs, such as the WIC program. the
Children's Health Insurance Program and Healthy Beginnings Plus, were under-utilized by the people
who needed them most. Love 'em with a Checkup bridges this gap through a unique comprehensive
effort that includes a paid statewide media campaign encouraging low-income pregnant women and
parents to call two toll-free hotlines (1-800-986-BABY or I-800986-KIDS). a team of trained
telephone counselors who refer callers for checkups, a streamlined process for determining Medicaid
eligibility. and an expanded network of health care providers committed to the program. Love 'em
withi a Checkup is a cooperative initiative being led by public and private sector agencies as well as
health care providers.
In 1988 the department of health in Uth implemented the Baby Your Baby program. a prenatal
outreach and media campaign to educate and encourage all pregnant women to seek early and regular
prenatal care. This effort is operated in concert with an expanded system of prenatal care services
through local health departments, community health centers, and other clinics. The department of
health works collaboratively with a wide range of public and private agencies, including a local
television station's news division. A toll-free statewide Baby Your Baby hotline gives callers prenatal
care information and referrals and answers their questions on different aspects of the campaign. The
program regularly identifies and refers eligible women and children to the Medicaid program and
other financial support programs, as appropriate. _The campaign consists of broadcast television and
radio programs. public service announcements, news specials. four half-hour television specials, print
advertising, outdoor posters. and other print support materials. In addition to prenatal care, the Baby'
Your Bab*yprogram now also focuses on infant and toddler care and nutrition during pregnancy and
early childhood. It distributes a Baby Your Baby "Health Keepsake" book, a 130-page prenatal and
child health record and memory book. The rights to use the television programs, public service
announcements. and prnied material have been sold to agencies and television markets in
approximately thirty states.
Using Other Outreach and Service Delivery Approaches
States also have other outreach and service delivery programs that often facilitate the enrollment of
low-income women and children in Medicaid, though Medicaid enrollment may not be these
programs' primary objective. These programs include school-based health centers, immunization
programs and campaigns, WIC programs. and infant mortality initiatives.
Some states' school-based health centers are a vehicle for identifying and triaging women and children
eligible for enrollment in Medicaid. Many school-based health centers provide or make available
primary medical, social, mental health, and health education services designed to meet the
psychosocial and physical needs of children and youth within the context of their family, culture, and
environment. For example, in New York. school-based health centers are affiliated with hospitals or
community health centers that often have Medicaid eligibility workers on staff who are available to
the school-based health center partners. In addition, New York school-based health centers provide
initial assessments and referrals to social service agencies, as well as some on-site services. These
centers provide social service assessments; referrals; and follow-up for needs such as food, shelter.
clothing. legal services, public assistance, assistance with Medicaid and other health insurance
enrollment, employment services, and day care services.
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Most states also have comprehensive immunization outreach camnpaigns to increase public awareness
about the recommended vaccine schedule for children and sites where parents can take their children
to get vaccinated regardles of their health insurance coverage. In many statei, public-private
partnerships are critical to state and local immunization outreach campaigns. Collaborative
relationships among businesses, civic organizations. comnmunity-based organizations, and public
health providers help raise awareness about the need to immunize children on time. develop and
coordinate immunization outreach efforts, anodprovide assistance such as transportation or door-todoor canvassing to increase children's access to immunization. Through these outreach efforts,
parents often are guided to enroll in Medicaid or access other sources of health coverage.
The Maternal Infant Health Outreach Workers (MIHOW) program strives to reduce infant mortality in
low-income rural communities. MIHOW is operated through a partnership between the Center for
Health Services at Vanderbilt University and community-based programs in Arkansas, Kentucky,
Ilenege Virginia. and West Virgln~a. The goal of the program is to improve maternal and child
health and early childhood development in rural areas through early intervention. Local mothers who
are known and trusted in their communities are recruited and trained by the local MIHOW sponsoring
agency to become paid paraprofessional home visitors. They learn how to refer women and children
to various state programs, including -Medicaid. In addition to helping and encouraging families to
access available health and social services, the home visitors provide health and child development
education as well as support for positive parenting practices.
Another infant mortality initiative tha is helping low-income women and children enroll in Medicaid
is the federal Healthy Stan program Initiated in 1991. Healty Start was designed as a comprehensive
prenatal, postpartum and early childhood intervention program to address the twin problems of low
birthweight and infant mortality in targeted inner-city communities. Fifteen cities have been awarded
grants of up to $5 million to tackle the problem of infant mortality.
Health Insrance Coverage for Children
Somne states have initiated programs to provide children with health insurance funded entirely with
state dollars or through public-private partnerships. Typically, these programs have age and income
eligibility criteria that begin where the state's eligibility criteria for Medicaid end.
state Programs to Provide Non-Medicai

SMkt-OsJ NsgRIa
Many states'have program that provide health care coverage to children and families lacking health
insurance. Descriptions of four state-initiated, publicly funded programs to provide health insurance
for children follow.
The Healthy Kids program in Floria seeks to give every child access to health care through a school
enrollment-base program. Eligible children are those attending school who are between the ages of
ive and nineteen uninsured, and not eligible for Medicaid. (Three- and four-year-old siblings of
enrollees are also eligible-) Initially funded by Medicaid anid state, county, and private funds, the
program's comprehensive health care package is now pai for by state general revenue funds, acounty
tax for children's services, other county funds, health district tax funds, county school board funds,
and premium payments by families. Preidums are subsidized only for children eligible for the school
lunch program Publicity for the program includes paid and public service advertisements on radio and
television, brochures and flyers, and direct snail campaigns. Migrant crew chiefs help reach migrant
families, anid churches help reach other targeted populations.
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Using an approach that bases eligibility for health coverage on enrollment in school has several
important advantages. School systems provide a way to create a sizable group of participants, so the
cost benefits of a large purchasing group can be realized. By limiting coverage to school-age children.
the benefits package can be tailored to meet this population's unique health needs. Coverage can be
offered to all families that lack insurance. Some additional benefits may be realized by including
health-related services for children with disabilities and special health care needs in the benefits
package. Because these services must be provided by schools for those children who are eligible for
special education, the local tax burden may be lessened. Finally, offering health coverage through the
school may dissuade children from dropping out of school.
In Minnesota MinnesotaCare is a state-funded program that provides comprehensive health care
coverage to children and adults statewide. The program serves children between the ages of two and
eighteen living in families with incomes at or below 275 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL)
who do not have access to employer-subsidized health insurance and who are not eligible for
Medicaid. Children below age two are covered by Medicaid under the state's Section 1115
demonstration program. MinnesotaCare is funded through health care provider taxes and enrollment
premiums. The cost for children living in families with incomes at or below 150 percent of the FPL is
$4 per month. The maximum premium is $32 per month for a married couple without children. No
copayments are required for any of the health care benefits offered to children under this program.
Outreach is conducted through public service announcements on radio and television. Families
applying for MinnesotaCare are referred to Medicaid, as appropriate, but they are provided sixty days
of health coverage to allow time for a determination of their Medicaid eligibility. Applications for
MinnesotaCare are made available in a variety of locations, including state offices, schools, and
community health and social services agencies.
The Child Health Insurance Program (CHIP) was created in New York in 1991 with coverage limited
to primary and preventive care for children below age thirteen. In 1994 coverage was extended to
children below age fifteen. As a result of major reforms passed in 1996, the program is now available
to children below age nineteen and includes inpatient health care services. CHIP is available only to
children who do not have equivalent coverage under another plan. The program uses a sliding-fee
scale, but there isno premium payment for children living in families with incomes below 100 percent
of the FPL. Children living in families with incomes above 185 percent of the FPL pay the full cost of
the premium. In addition to enrollee premiums, CHIP is funded by New York's Health Care Initiatives
Pool that is supported by assessments on hospitals and third-party payers. The state contracts with
nonprofit organizations to provide marketing and outreach services. These organizations, along with
insurers, also work with community-based groups, such as churches and schools, to increase
enrollment in CHIP..
Tlhe Children's Health lnwurance Program (CHIP) provides comprehensive benefits to more than
40,000 children across Pennsylvan~a. Children receive health care services through a statewide
system of managed care and indemnity plans provided by five regional grantees. Free health insurance
is provided to children between the ages of one and fifteen living in families with incomes below
185 percent of the federal poverty level who are uninsured and do not qualify for Medicaid. Children
below age six living in families with incomes between 185 percent and 235 percent of poverty are
provided subsidies for their insurance. CHIP pays 50 percent of the cost of the premiums for the
subsidized group. A family copayment is required only for prescription drugs. The program is
financed through a tax on cigarettes. A family may be required to apply for Medicaid prior to enrolling
in CHIP if family income is very close to Medicaid eligibility limits. Outreach efforts are funded
through a requirement that the regional grantees match state dollars with in-kind contributions equal to
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2.5 percent of their allotment. Numerous community-based and other groups are mobilized to conduct
outreach, including religious organizations and churches, day care facilities, union and labor
associations, county assistance offices, hospitals, and other health care providers.
PUbic-PHI1vlit ?.llfirhip
Incrasingly, the public and private health care sectors have found mutual benefits in collaborating to
provide and pay for health services.
Begun in 1993, the Colorado Child Health Plan (CCHP) targets children below age thirteen who live
in rurai counties in Colorado. The children must be ineligible for Medicaid and live in families with
incomes below l85 percent of the FPL. The program is funded through private donations. modest
participant fees, and a portion of the teaching allowance paid annually by the state Medicaid agency to
the University of Colorado Hospital. In-kind contributions have been made by, corporate partners.
pharmaceutical companies, and community pharmacies. An extensive outreach campaign includes
activities aimed at increasing the number of participating providers and increasing the enrollment of
eligible children. Public service announcements are supplemented with newsletters and collaborative
outreach efforts by local human services agencies. Automatic enrollment campaigns have also been
arranged with WIC nutrition program and the Title V Health Care Program for Children with Special
Health Care Needs by virtue of similar income eligibility and enrollment criteria.
Colorado, Iowa, Kansas. Michigan, and Montana financially contribute to the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Caring Programts for Children in their states. Twenty-six Caring Programs make primary health
care coverage available to uninsured children at no cost to their families. The typical benefits package
includes immuunizations, well-child care, sick child care, diagnostic tests, emergency accident and
medical care, and outpatient surgery. Funding for the programs comes from philanthropic donations
from businesss, churches, foundations, civic organizations, and individuals. In some programs,
community contributions are matched by the participating Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans, which
cover the administrative costs for all Caring Programs.

Notes:* TIhis Issue Brief simply highlights state approaches to improve children's access to health care services
andis not based
on a comprehensive survey of states.
This issue Brief wasprepared under a cooperative agreement with theU.S. Department of Health and
Human Service&. Healt Resources andService Administration. Maternal andChild Health Bureau.
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State
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133 percent of FPLI

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

200%

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida

185%
185%
185%

Georgia

185%

Hawafib
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

300%

Iowa

185%

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Marviandc
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
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185%
185%
185%
185%
185%
275%
185%

Missouri

185%

14
_________

19

________
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185%
19

_________

__

300%

_____

19

300%

19

_________________

17

185%

125%
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150%

150%

19
______

17'

19

_________________

185%

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
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185%
185%

OTAL

and/r Aes
14 and Above

150%

185%

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island*
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennesseeg
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Greater than
100 percent of FPL

150%

New Jersey

Ohio

133 percent of FPL

Childre Ages
Sland Above'

Six

140%

California

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

Children Below
Age
Greater than i~ri

__________

185%
_

185%

19

1S5%

19

_______

185%

19
18
________

150%
19
185%
250%
185%

2 50%Y

(250%] [100%)'

19

~

400%9
185%

400%9'

[200%K] 225%r'

225%

225%

[185%)1200/61
150%
185%

200%

2016

34 Stotts

[8](131'

________

18
18
19
19
19

185%
I11States

24 Statea

-Notes

for Table I

.

*FPL = federal poverty level.
a. Under the Omibus Reconciliation Act of 1990. states are required to provide Medicaid
coverage to children ages six Wid older born after September 30. 1983--currently thirteen
years old-living in families with income below 100 percent of the federal poverty level
(FPL). This column indicates those states that cover (1) children ages 13 and under with
incomes greater than 100% of poverty. (2) children greater than age 13with incomes up to
100% of poverty. or (3)a combination of both.
b. Hawaii's coverage of pregnant women and children is through Hawaii QUEST, a Section
1ll5 waiver managed care program Inicome eligibility is established if income does not
exceed 300 percent of the FPL. However, fully subsidized coverage is provided if income
does not exceed 185 percent of the FPL. For children ages one through five, fully subsidized
coverage is provided if income does not exceed 133 percent of the FPL. For children ages
six and above. fully subsidized coverage is provided if income does not exceed 100 percent
of the FPL. When income exceeds the applicable income limits of 185 percent. 133 percent.
or 100 percent of the FPL for the respective groups, the recipient iseligible to participate in
Hawaii QUEST but must cover the full cost of the premium.
c. For children ages one through five, fully subsidized Medicaid coverage is provided in
Maryland if income does not exceed 133 percent of the FPL. Children below age six receive
a primary care benefits package if income is below 185 percent of poverty. For children ages
six and above born after September 30, 1983. fully subsidized Medicaid coverage isprovided
if income does not exceed 100 percent of the FPL. Children ages six and above born after
September 30. 1983, and whose income is below 185 percent of poverty receive a primary
care benefits package.
d. Defined in Michigan as being bom after June 30, 1979.
e. For individuals in family units with incomes between 185 percent and 250 percent of the
iL, cost sharing in Rhode Island is incorporated at the point of service or on a premium
basis.
f. In Rhode Island children ages six or seven are covered at 250 percent of the FPL and
children ages eight through twelve are covered at 100 percent of the FPL.
g.Tennessee's coverage of pregnant women and children isthrough Tennare, a Section 1115
waiver program. Pregnant women and infants are automatically eligible if income is below
185 percent of the FPL. Children below age six are automatically eligible if income isbelow
133 percent of the FPL; children ages six and above born after September 30, 1983. are
automatically eligible if income is below 100 percent of the FPL. Tennessee also covers
individuals above the specified income thresholds who were uninsured as of March 1, 1993.
When income exceeds the applicable income limits specified above, the TennCare recipient
must pay premiums the subsidy for which is fully phased out at 400 percent of the FPL.
Under certain conditions, Tennessee my suspend enrollment of expanded eligibility groups.
h. In Vermont, pregnant women are covered at 200 percent of the FPL and infants are covered
at up to 225 percent of the FPL.
i.In Washington. pregnant women armcovered at 185 percent of the FPL and infants are
covered at up so 200 percent of the FPL.
Source: National Governors' Association. August 1996.
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